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ELEi\IENTARY ECONO~IICS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Nature and Importance 01 Eeonomics.-' Political 
Economy,' according to its derivation from three 
Greek words, Ir.eans the law of household manage
ment applied to communities. It is very often 
called Economics for short. More directly, it may 
be defmed as the study of the makin~, exchanging, 
shadng, arid using of 'wealth. 

The fin;t great treatise on Economics in English 
was written by Adam Smith (a professor in the 
Uuiver~ity of Glasgow) and publishrd in 1776. 
It was entitled the Wealth of Nations. Almost 
immediately ·it began to exert a wide influence. 
The science So comprehensively expounded by 
Adam Smith has naturally developed almost 
beyond rec.ognition since his time. And, since his 
tinle, its study has grown in importance, because 
business became increasingly complicated after 

B 



~ ELE1.IENTARY ECOljOMICS 

the Industrial Revolution, which took place at the 
end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the 
nineteenth centuries. 

By the • Industrial Revolution' is meant the 
changes brought about by a number of mechanical 
and other inventions, and the application of steam
power to production and transportation. These 
changes.did not, of course, come in their complete
ness quite suddenly; indeed, many of them began 
as far back as the seventeenth and even the sixteenth 
centuries. But they were so great and so numerous, 
and took place so rapidly, at the end of the eighteenth 
century and the beginning of the nineteenth, that 
they may be thought of a8 making together " 
revolution. 

These changes meant the destruction of the 
domestio system of manufacture, under which 
people produced goods in their homes, or work- . 
shops attached to their homes, with the aid of a few 
simple appliances. For these conditions the larger
scale factory system and the extensive use of 
machinery were geBerally substituted. Moreover, 
railways and steamships appeared, with the result 
that the amount of trade between distant places 
was enormously increased. So, in view of the 
complexities of large-scale production and the 
ramifications of a vast and world-wide commerce, 
the systematic study of industry and commerce, 



INTRODUCTORY s 
in whl>t is known as econollJics, has become even 
more r"'luisite than it used to boo 

Wealth.-Economics has been defined above 
as the study of the making, exchanging, sharing, 
and using of wealth. To complete this definition, 
it is now necessary to define • wealth.' 

Everything that people want is not wealth in 
the economic sense. WeaUk is u,hat people Wa1lt to 
lulis/y thel:' needs directly, or indirectly, and hat'e· 
to spend time and effcrrt in getting. The air that we 
Lu'a the on t he surface of the earth is not wealth, 
b(~auso it is e. free gift of nature. But the wheat 
wl,ich the farmer gets from the land with the sweat 
(,f his hrow is wealth. So is the coal raised from 
u..ino;;. So are clothes and furniture and machinery, 
which mon manufacture. 

Economics dol'S not assume that most people 
solfi~hly seek wealth. Xor dol'S it advise them to 
,Il) so. It silllply takl's people as thq are and 
tre;t(,; of the efI,'ct of thl'ir actions with referl'nce 
to we,.Ith. Ft'w people work only for themst'lves. 
Most people work as much for the comfort of their 
fllolIUli,lS as for' their own, or evt'n more for the 
comfort of their families; and some people work 
fl)f llhilanthfopic reasons. Again, it is worth 

. noticing that a man may labour vt'ry hard, not 
for money at all, but for success, or for the sake. of 
achieving something. MOllt'y may come t~ him 

B 2 



4 ELEMENTARY ECONOMICS 

as counters come to those who are successful in 
a ga.me of skill for counters. But those who play 
games for counters are not mastered by a passion 
for counters. 

QtrB.8TlONl (WITH lImTS 1'0. SoLt1TlOJ() 

1. Ducribe Uie study ilWWlt Q8 Political Economy, and 
COMitkr ttl value. 

In the answer to tllia "ql1elltion, what ill meant by wealth 
ahould be incidentAlly explained, aa Political Economy is • 
social study which baa reference to wealth. It .howd alao 
be pointed out that the aclflsh (lUl'IIuit. of wealth is neither 
assumed nor reoommendod. It would be desirable to write 
a lengthy _y on uu. lubject after finishing the book, 
when the student will have a more detailed knowledge of 
what the scope and method of Political Economy is. 

2. Ezplatra Uie caUSIl8 and ~_ oj 1M. 1O-e4n,,4 

Indtulrial Rewlutiora, and accoull.t /(]I' Uie 91« of ".. tum 
• RewlutiOll.' 

TIlia queation might be attempted again after the first 
six chapters have been read, &8 ODe of the eonacqueuces of 
the Industrial Revolution consisted in the greater division of 
labour and Il8e of machinery rendered po8Ilible by the Factory 
System. 



CHAPTER. II 

UTILITY AND DEMAND 

Utility or Value in U.e.-When we use wealth we 
are said to consume it. As we consume it, we 
are said to derive utility from it. Wealth is the 
substance of which utility, or value in use, as it is 
sometimes called, is the attribute. 

The goods (including servicefl) making up the 
wealth of the 'world may be divided into (1) those 
which are wanted for themselves, and Boyield 
utility directly, and (2) those which are not wanted 
for themselves, and so yield utility only indirectly. 
Of the first class are clothes, furniture, food, and 
so forth. Of the second class are machines, 
fadories, cooking-utensils, and all instl"1llLental 
goods. as they may be called. The goods of the 
second class (indirect good$) derive their utilit,y 
from the utility of the goods of the first class (direct 
goods) which they aid us in procuring. Thus it is 
the utility of clean boots which makes the utility 
of the boot-brushes which clean the boots. Of 

Ii 



6 ELE)IENTARY ECONOMICS 

course, the utility of indi.rect goods is dependent 
upon their effectiveness as aids to getting direct 
goods. 

Value in use, or utility, must not be confounded 
with value in exchange, which means what a thing 
will exchange for. And it must be clearly under
stood that Talue in use in economics does not 
refer to the estimation in which things ought to 
be held, but merely to the estimation in which they 
are actually held. Things with a high actual value 
in use might be worthless, or even harmful, from 
a moral point of view. And just as the utility 
(or value in use) of a thing as it is must not be 
confounded with what it ought to be, so what is 
regarded as wealth must not be confounded with 
what ought to be regarded as wealth. 

With a view to social progress, it is important 
to consider what we ought to regard as wealth. 
But to consider this is the province of what is 
called ethics. Economics is only concerned with 
what people actually regard as' wealth· at present. 
Many people even now take the right view; and 
more people will take the right view as we advance 
in morals and culture. 

Total and Marginal Utility.-Attention being con
fined to the utility of things as it is conceived to 
be, apart fram what it ought to be, the important 
distinction between the total utility of a thing to 
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anybody and its marginal utility to him must be 
drawn. The total utility means all the utility that 
he gets out of it. The marginal util'ity, on the othor 
hand, means /lIe additwn made by the last increment 
oj the thing to the utility prevwusly obtained. Thus 
the total utility of chairs in my house means the 
whole of the utility that I gain from having the 
chairs, of which, suppose, there are a dozen. But 
the marginal utility means the addition of utility 
brought by the final one of the dozen chairs. Or, 
put in another way, it means the utility that I 
Rhould lose in being deprived of one of the dozen 
chairs. 

The Law 01 Djmjnishing Utility.-When the reader 
hilS fully grasped the relation between total utility 
and marginal utility, he or she will be capable 
of understanding without difficulty the celebrated 
law of diminishing utility. The so-called law of 
diminishing utility declaru that, in almost all CGleI, 

the more we have of a thing (beyond a limited amount) 
the less we want still more 01 it, Jar the tim6 being. 
We become indifferent. to chocolate, for example, 
as we eat. more and more of it without. a brenk. 
The sweeping statement-<>r generalisation, as it is 
called technically-which covers this example and 
others, and says broadly that. the more we have of 
a thing the less we want it, is called a law becaUSfl 
it is true with but few exceptioDli. 
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More precisely, the law of diminishing utility 
affirms that, the more we consume of a thing, 
the less becomes its marginal utility to us; though 
the total utility of the larger amount to us will 
exceed the tote.l utility of the smaller amount. 
Thus the marginal utility of .coal will be higher 
to a person if he buys two tons a year than if 
he buys four tons a year. But, nevertheless, the 
total utility of four tons will be greater to him 
than the total utility of two tons. 

Of course, when ~ thing is absolutely necessary 
for existence; the utility to any person of such an 
amount as is requisite to keep him alive is infinite. 
The initial utility (as we may call it) of water is 
infinite because we cannot live at all without some 
water. But the utility of additional supplies of 
water, over and above what is strictly necessary, is, 
nevertheless, limited. 

It should further be observed that, after we have 
acquired very large supplies of any particular 
commodity, its marginal utility generally drops to 
nothing at all: and then we want no more of it. 
A person who has fed to satiety would gain no 
additional satisfaction from eating any more. On 
the contrary, were he forced to go on eating against 
his will, he would experience dissatisfaction, that 
is to say he would get dis utility , instead of 
utility. 
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It can be shown that indin·et goods are subject 
to diwiniKhing utility as well as direct goods. This 
has already been suggested by the exa.mple of 
COftl taken above, since fires are used for cooking 
as w(·ll as for warmth. Again, considrr kitchen 
utl'1I8ik We 800n get more kitcht-'n utensils than 
we r.·ally need if we go on buying them without 
[(·gn.rd to our requirement,s. 

Demand.-Demand means the oift:r of money for 
fhi"ys. It expr~sses the IJrices which will be paid for 
different quantit'its of tilings. 

We have learnt that the more we have (If a thing 
tlH' less we want still more (If it ; find that this truth 

is culled the laW' of diminishing utility. Now we 

have to rt>alise that, in const>quellCt) of this, the more 
we have of a thing the less will we pay for still 
more of it. If, for instance. I bought 1 lb. of tea 
a mont.h when the price was 2s. a pound, the price 

would have to be lower than 28. 3,' pounli to induce 
nw to buy 1I10re than 1 lb. a month . 

.Markt't demand is the sum of the demands of all 
individuals buyi;Jg in the market. It refers to the 
qUlIntities of any purchas,\ble thing which will be 
bought at different prices. The reader will appre
hpllli at once that the market demand price for a 
largo supply must be less than the market dumand 
price for a. small Ilupply. This is so (1) bt>cl\nse a 
fall in price is necessary to make any given person 
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increase his purchase, and (2) because people who 
are too poor to buy at a high price may be able to 
buy at a low price. 

QU1ISTIONS (WITH Huns 1'0. 8oLtTTIOlf) 

1. Define • Iolal utility; aM • marginal ",tiUly,' aM point 
,out Ike ,da!iml betweeft them. 

Incidentally. the distinction between the utility tha' 
things have for WI and the, utility that they ought to have 
should be noted. Economica deala primarily with the fonner. 

2. EzplaiA wAy it .. that a Jall iA Ike price oj II commodity 
i, JOlluwetl by iACretJlt.d laZes. a, a rule. 

It should be pointed out that market demand is com
pounded of individual demands; and that. in the _ of 
every person, a larger quantity will only be bought at a price 
lower than that offered for a smaller quantity. because of 
the law of diminishing utility. The law of diminishing' 
utility should be precisely enunciated. Another fact to 
mention is that many people who cannot buy at aD at 
a high price find it pollllible to buy at a low price. 



CHAPTER III 

TUE LAW OF SUBSTITUTION AND STANDARDS 

OF LIVING 

The Law 01 Substitution or 01 Ellui-marginal Returns. 
-There is an important law applying to the 
sp!.'Oding of income, and, as we shall see later, 
to other matters also_ It is called tho law of 
substitution or of equi-marginal returns. With 
reJercnce to spend'ing, it declares that each oj us will 
tend to buy different things in such relative quantities 
that their marginal utilities are made the same (when 
the different things are taken in units of equal cost, 
for instance, in pennyu'01'ths or shiIZ'ingworths)_ 

The truth of the law is easily proved_ If I 
could get more utility by spending another penny 
a week on sug~r than I should lose by spending a 
penny a week less on cake, I would obviously decide 
to spend less on cake and more on sugar. And I 
should continue economising on cake and being 
lavish with sugar until I ceased to reap a gain 
froUl so doing-that is until the marginal utility of 

11 
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pe~nyworths of sugar equalled the marginal ntility 
of pennyworths of cake. Now, what is true of 
expenditure on these two articles must be true 
of expenditure generally. So the truth of the 
law of substitution, with reference to the laying 
out of income, is demonstIated. 

Another illustration of the law of substitution, 
or equi-marginal returns, may be taken from the 
uses to which we put our supplies of anything, when 
they can be put to more than one use. A house
wife, suppose, has a certain supply of calico. Some 
of it she will make into sheets, let us imagine, 
some into aprons, and so on. The amount that 
she will tend to apply to each purpose will be sucb 
that the marginal utility of, the calico when devoted 
to anyone purpose equals its marginal utility when 
devoted to any other. 

We are not, of course, compelled to dispose of 
our means according to the so-called law of sub
stitution. But, as a matter of fact, most of us will 
try to do BO, because we are reasonable beings and 
want to get as much satisfaction as we can out of 
our incomes. It goes without saying, howl'ver, 
that equi-marginal returns of utility are only very 
roughly attained by JOOBt people. Many do not 
realize how much is to be gained by wise ex
penditure,; many BJlend as they get without 
thinking; and all of llS are apt to make mistakes. 
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Also it goes without saying that we do not 
trouble to bring about equi-marginal returns in 
buying things that are very cheap. Most well
to-do people will consume as much salt as they 
want to-that is to say, will consume it until its 
marginal utility drops to nothing. We only think 
of limiting our expenditure on a thing when it is 
comparatively expensive, so that by economising 
in using it we can save a sum of money which 
is appreciable. It is seldom worth while taking 
much trouble with a view to saving a penny a 
month OD salt. But it is always worth while 
taking a great deal of trouble with a view to saving 
from comparatively profitless expenditure sums 
.which are appreciable. 

The process by which equi-marginal returns is 
brought about is called the process of substitutioD
hence the name • law of Bubstitution.' The process 
is called Bubstitution .because it is by substituting 
the more profitable for the less profitable employ
ment of money, or goods, that equi-marginal returns 
are brought about. 

The law of substitution in economics is very like 
the law of survival of the fittest in biology. Wbat 
ilJ fittest, in view of lts cost, to satisfy our needs 
tends to survive in demand-that is, to be de
manded to the exclusion of what is less fit for our 
purposes. 
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The process of substitution operates in all eco
nomic activities, and not merely in demand. For 
example, as we shall learn later, the producer, in 
spending on different agents for production, is 
guided in exactly the same fashion as the consumer 
in spending his income. Again, in saving money, 
we all have \n mind the relation between its 
present utility and what its utility will be to us in 
the future. 

Habi' and standardJ 01 Livinr.-All of us wish to 
make the most of our incomes, and we can do 80 

by substituting more profitable for less profitable 
expenditure. Nevertheless, we do not actually 
make very frequent changes in the disposal of our 
incomes, because we are more or less creatures of 
habit~ And it is advantageous that habit should be 
allowed to settle many of the little problems of life 
for us-to save time and effort. The housekeeper 
would never have a moment for anything else if she 
had to think out her weekly expenditure anew every 
week. But we all run the risk of getting so thickly 
encrusted with habits that the development of our 
tastes is impeded. It is supremely important to 
keep our habits in check, while leaving them 
efficient enough to save us the worry of thinking 
out expenditure a hundred times unnecessarily. 

The habitual expenditure of each person makes 
up what is called his mndard of life. People will 
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struggle hard to keep up their standards of living, 
because of their self-esteem, and because it is pain
ful to break habits which are firmly set. 

We can also speak, with some degree of truth, 
of the standard of life of a class. It refers to the 
habits, as regards expenditure, which are common to 
the members of the class. Most of them will tend 
to spend in pretty much the same way. Any two 
families of the same size with the same wage, if 
they work at the same trade in the same locality, 
will usually live pretty much the same lives. Broadly 
speaking, they' will dress similarly, spend the 
same amounts on rent and the same amounts on 
holidays, visit the same sorts of entertainment, 
reject the same food and despise the same things. 
The standards of life of classes are brought about 
by the social instinct of imitation. They stand for 
what is customary. 

QUBSTIONS (WITH HINTS 1'OB SOLUTION) 

1. I, il correr' 10 term Ih~ _lled laID of ",b/t,itu,ion II 

'laID,' /teeing ,Ila' peO'ple are nol CtYmpelled 10 /tpend tJanr 
income" '0' a8 10 realize equi.marginal retuf'M , 

After 8tating what the law of Bubstitution deolares, the 
anawer to tills question should point out that EoonomiOl if 
primarily oonoemed. not with what people are compelled to 
do or ought to do. but with what they aotually do. 
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,2. Indicate 1M pari playe4 by Mba, ita 1M ~ing 01 
'incorM. 

This subject is dealt with in the last aection of the chapter 
above, but the .tuc,lent might attempt to illustrate the treat· 
ment there from hia own experience. The importance of 
revising habit. ahould be noted, awl .t the tam. time the 
advantage of forming them. 



CHAPTER IV 

TUB AGENTS IN PRODUCTION 

The Nature 01 Production.-Producing refers to 
the making of utilities; but it may be conceived 
broadly or narrowly. Narrowly it. includes at 
l(\<'\st :-

1. Obtaining from land or S08, rivers or lakes, 
things "'weh grow-farming and rubber-planting, 
fi~hing and sealing, for instance. 

2. Obt.aining from the earth, air, or water, 
things which do not grow in the ordinary sense 
-('oal-mining, diamond-seeking and salt-mining, 
getting power from the wind, and nitrat~ from 
the atmosphere. Some of the things obtained are 
taken from st{)res which can be used np; while 
otben are not .. 

S. The manufacturing or making-up of things. 
"nen the term • producing' is used more 

broadly, we must add to these activities wme or 
all of the following: 

4. Transporting things. 
17 
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5. Arranging for the distribution of things
that is commercial or trading work. 

6. The direct furnishing of services to con· 
sumers-for instance, domestic service, singing and 
play.acting. 

For the production of concrete things, some
thing else besides labour js essential. The somothing 
else may be an indirect good which has previously 
been produced. Thus, to make boots, labour and 
leather are essential. But to get indirect goods, 
natural resources must have been drawn upon at 
some stage. So the absolutely indispensaLle agents, 
in the production of concrete things, are labour and 
natural resources. 

Natural Reaourcea.-Natural resources may be 
.uoderstood broadly to cover all the things in nature 
external to man; but they are sometimes referred 
to simply as 'land,' for the sake of brevity. 

The variety, and the quantity and quality, of a 
oountry's natural resources are of great importance 
to it. A climate which ideally fosters crops, without 
enervating human beings, fertile land and stores 
of coal and ore, and water-power and fisheries, are 
endowments secondary only in worth to a sturdy 
and gifted population. 

And just as a country's natural resources are 
of consequence, so is their accessibility. So also 
are a country's geographical.circumstances relating 
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to facilities of transportation, immunity from 
catastrophies having a natural origin (such as 
earthquakes and floods), and security from foreign 
aggressions. 

EHicienc1 01 Labour.-It has been said above 
that the absolutely indispensable agents for pro
ducing tangible things are labour and natural 
resources. But there are other agents besides, 
namf'ly, capital (which will be defined soon) and 
organizing, which is really a kind of labour. When 
labour is distinguished from organizing, • labour ' 
means executive work and • organizing' means the 
work of starting, arranging, and directing production. 

Under primitive conditions the workman directs 
himself. A few workmen still direct themselves, 
even in advanced industrial communities; but, on 
the whole, modem industry is initiated and directed 
by other persons, called employers. 

It is very important that labour should be 
efficient. To be efficient, work-people must be 
properly fed, clothed, and housed. And their work 
must not be excessive. Continuous toil beyond 
people's strength wears them out_ And, when
ever possible, monotony in work is to be avoided, 
even with a view merely to the quantity and quality 
of the output, since monotonous work destroys 
people's keenness. Gloomy surroundings and in
sanitary conditions are also to be avoided, if high 

c 2 
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productivity is aimed at, because both breed 
listlessness, and the latter, at any rate, may help 
the generation of disease. Finally it is to be 
remarked that good education makes for efficiency .. 

Advanced governments have assumed the direc
tion, and much of the financial burden, of education. 
It has been necessary for them to do so. For the 
cost o.f good education-from which the community 
gains enormously, when it is widespread-is beyond 
the means ofa large section of the population. 
And much education, when left entirely to private 
enterprise, is apt to become inferior. Moreover, 
modem governments now compel people to be 
educated, at least up to a certain standard. 

In matters of hygiene also, as well as in education, 
. government has btought its influence and. authority 
to bear. Such action has been desirable, because 
people are frequently careless about health, and the 
carelessness of one man may result in the ill-health 
of many. Again, in some countries, including the 
United Kingdom, government (both central and 
local) has given no small degree of attention to 
matters not strictly hygienic, but in a way related 
to hygiene, and has exerted itself generally to 
improve the housing of the working-classes and 
make urban conditions more agreeable. "nat the 
State has done, and as a rule done wisely, 
in these matters has both raised the productivity 
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of the community and been a direct good in 
rendering life more worth living. 

Factory LegiJlation.-Besides interfering with 
individual liberty with reference to education, 
health and housing, Western Governments bave 
adopted Factory Acts in the interests of labour. 

In the United Kingdom, factorylegislation (with 
a very limited scope) was initiated shortly after the 
factory system began to displace the domestic 
workshop. At first it related only to children. 
Their hours of work were curtailed; while the 
conditions of their work, in respect of safety from 
accidents as WE'll as of health and comfort, were 
improved. The legislation was extended to women, 
who were similarly protected by regulations suited 
to their needs. Finally it was extended, in a 
limited dpgree, to men. In the particularly dan
gerous trade~, special regulations are in force. For 
iIlstaIlce, the use of naked lights in coal mines is 
not allowed. 

The necessity of specially protecting women and 
children was proved by experience. For many 
years, there was a ttlrrible abuse of child labour, 
and in a. lesser degree of women's labour. It was 
also found that, generally (through ignorance or 
callousness on the part of operatives or employers), 
conditions of work dangerous to life or limb, or 
ultimately damaging to the vigour of the populatioD; 
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were apt to appear and spread under the unra. 
s.trained influence of competition. 

Mobility 01 Labour.-The things produced in a 
community should be made to correspond, as closely 
as possible, with what is wanted. And our wanta 
are constantly altering. So production is only kept 
appropriate when it ia made responsive to chang('8 
in demand. It shows itself responsive to changfls 
in deJIland when labour moves speedily to the 
places and trades where it is most wanted for the 
purposes dictated by demand. Hence the need of 
what are called geographical mob-ility 0 labour and 
trade mobility oj labour. 

When children tend to cling to their fathers' 
trades, without much regard to the relative demands 

. for the things produced by different trades, trade 
mobility is said to be low. It is also said to be low 
when people are incapable of taking up new work. 
The geographical mobility of labour is said to be low 
when people require great inducements to make 
them move from one place to another. 

Geographical and trade mobility of labour may 
be called horizontal, and contrasted with vertical 
mob-ility, which refers to the movement of indi,-iduals 
between the various grades of labour. When there 
is a high vertical mobility of labour, the aLle man 
rises easily to a position suited to his capacities. 
The higher every kind of mobility of labour 
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becomes, the greater becomes the national product 
in value. 

QUESTIONS (WITH HINTS FOR SOLUTION) 

1. Commen' 011 the distinction somelimu draw'll between 
• prUliuctil't ' and' 1t111J1"oduclivt ' labour. 

This question is not spI.'cificlLlly treated in the chapter 
abov", but it elLn be answered after 80me thought has been 
given to the contenta of the first aeet-ion. It should be Nhown 
that the answer der,.mds, to 80me extent, upon whether we 
int"rpret • produotion' broadly or narrowly. Productive 
labour, of course, means labour engaged in production. If 
• productioQ' is used in the broadest Sf'nso, to mt'an the 
making of any utilitil's, thl'fe ClLn be no suoh a thing as un
produotive labour, unlt'ss labour is mistakenly devoted to 
the making of what proves to have no utility. It should be 
remarked that servioes have utility as well as tangible things. 
It might also be added that the labour spont in making 
really worthless things, which are, neVt,rtheless, wanted, 
may be doomed produotive in the striot economic sense. 

2. Argile the faSt f(J1" tI'e inatituli01l of Fat/vry Acts, dis
tinguishi';g beluwn (al the auci,d reMon". (b) the economic 
rM8lm8, f(J1" lA'hich tI .. y h<ll!e been apprm'td. 

The economio reasons have refl'rencc to the e/Teet of 
FactofY Aots on the productive efficiency of labour. But 
apart from th('se reasons, there are obviously humanitarian 
cOll<iderations (~laIiIlg to people's comfort and happiness) 
which should also be takl\Q into al'C'ount. 

3, Discuss the /ollou>ing Blfllemtnl: • Th", rommll'nity 
prOOttc-es most w<'J.llth which (a) has Ihe r;"heal nalural rt.fQurcu 
and (b) is so (J1"gflnized thai, 011 'he whole, each person is doing 
the kind of uwk but suited to 1o's caparitj,a.' 

TId. qUl\stion can be answered after tho 8l'cond and t.he 
h\st sections of the Ilbove chapter h,,\-e bl't'Il studied. 



CHAPTER V 

DIVISION OJ' LABOUR AND CAPITALISTIO PRODUCTION .. 
The Economy 01 Diviaion 01 Labour.-The pro
ductiveness of a group of labour may be con
siderably increased by the introduction of what ill 
called division of labour or specialization of labour. 
This means limiting the .number of tasks which 
each workman performs. If, in making boxes, ono 
man planes the wood, while another cuts it into 
suitable pieces, and a third puts the pieces together, 
there is division of labour. If each man planes his 
wood, cuts it up, and puts the pieces together, there 
is no division of labour. 

Division of labour is highly economical. The 
man who specializes becomes quick and expert. 
On the other hand, the man who undertakes many 
tasks never acquires expertness at anyone. If 
he forms habits of working, they never become 
thoroughly ingrained. Usually he has to keep 
on thinking how to perform each operation; 
and, therefore, he works slowly and laboriously 

h 
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When a person's early struggll's to ride a bicycle 
are contrasted with his performances after he has 
formed the habit of riding, one of the chief economies 
of specialization will be fully realized. Again, the 
man who has many tasks assigned to him wastes 
time in pailsing from one to another. 

Enough has been said to show that the pro· 
ductiyity of labour should rise when labour is 
specialized. Moreover spec,ialization of labour (that 
is. division of labour) may lead to inventions wbich 
CaUse further economy. The specialized workman 
is more likely to hit upon quick ways of doing 
things than the workman whose attention is diffused 
over IIlany jobs. 

But it is supremely important to realize that 
tile productiveness of a nwthod of production is 
not the sole test of its value. To get many com· 
modities is not the one end of life. It might, in 
the best sense, pay a community to reject the most 
productive method of making something, because 
it rendered llIany workers' lives uncomfortable, or 
ut>gmded human nature. 

Eftect of Specialization on Labour.-Does speciali· 
zation degrade human nature? Adam Smith said 
that, in his day, a workman in a pin-factory made 
the eighteenth part of a pin. One of his critics com· 
monted that the man was made worth the eighteenth 
part of a pin in being confined to such a limited 
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task. Was the critio right'1 Not necessarily, 
though he may have been. We must not jump to 
the conclusion that all specialization, which limits 
the variety of a person's work, must be narrowing. 
It does not necessarily render work more mechanical. 
Intense interest in the specialized task may be 
aroused, when the operative has been educated to 
understand the principles underlying it, and to 
see it in relation to the great scheme of production, 
of which it is a part. The highly specialized expert 
may be more finely developed as a man than the 
Jack-of-all-trades. 

In this connexion, moreover, it. behoves us to 
bear in mind that any evil connected with division 
of labour may be temporary only. In so far as a 
particular task is mechanical, in the sense that it 
demands the constant repetition of some few simple 
movements, it becomes likely that a mechanical 
contrivance wi1~ ultimately be invented for its per
formance. Then a demand for trained intelligence 
takes the place of a demand for mere dexterity; 
and the person who was in effect a machine by 
reason of his dexterity. gives place to a person 
who can understand and direct a. mechanical 
process. 

Before passing final judgment, from the point of 
view of the workman, on any kind of specialization, 
we must, of course, take its effect on wages into 
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account. As 'We ehalliearn in Chapter XX., wages 
should ri8e when the productivity of labour is 
increaged. 

Capital.-We have remarked that capital is 
one of the agents in production. It is a. very 
important agent; and, under modern conditions, it 
is most extensively resorted to. We have now to 
conRider what carital consists in, and what are 
its uses. 

Capital consists in three classes of things :-
1. The stores of goods upon which people subsist 

while they are producing. 
2. The material out of which things are made, 

such as leather and iron ore. 
s. The factories in which production is carried 

on, and the machinery and implements with which 
it is aided. 

Capital of the last class is called fixed capital, 
and capital of the first two classes is called circulatirlg 
capital. Capital, it will be observed, implies both 
llroductivwess and prospectivelless. It is u'calth 
u,hich aids in the l)Totiudion of walth. 

All capital re~ults from silving. "nen nobinson 
Crusoe wll.uterI a plough, he had to begin by Biwing 
up a store of food to subsist on while hl' made it. 
And, under modllrn conditions, when a factory is 
built, somebody must have suved the money which 
is spent in building it. 
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The Effect. of SubtUtutiDg Machinery for Labour.
Why does it pay to use any engines, machinery, 
or implements at all? It pays for the following 
reasons :-

1. Many things could not be done at all, or 
could only be done with difficulty, withouhppliances. 
Large trees could not be felled ~thout axes or 
saws; the seas could not be traversed without 
boats; and great weights cotJd not be raised easily 
without pulleys. 

2. The stupendous forces of nature can be 
pressed into the service of man when engines and 
machines exist. A vast amount of highly valuable 
work is now done for the performance of which the 
strength of the most powerful animals would be 
totally inadequate. 

S. Machinery can work faster than human limbs 
can move. 

'4. Machinery works more accurately than the 
human being,. because a machine repeats its move
JIlents exactly. Even the most dexterous operative 
cannot depend upon exactly repeating his move
ments. But just as some machine production 
is superior to hand-work, so some hand-work is 
superior-almost infinitely so-to machine work. 
The most pleasing pictures cannot be produced by 
machinery. 

When the production of anything is made easier 
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by the introduction of labour-saving machinery, 
the labour saved can be used, and is used, to 
provide other goods, which could not be got before, 
because everybody who worked was fully occupied in 
producing what people thon succeeded in getting. 

For a time some operatives may lose employ
ment when more productive methods are introduced, 
eRpecially when they are introduced suddenly. But 
new inventions are only slowly adopted as a rule, 
though not invariably. 

Many people object to power-driven machinery 
sirnply because they dislike its present consequences 
in the form of huge dreary towns, overhung with a 
pall of sUloke. But these depresBing consequences 
are removable." Smoke-consuming devices are 
becoming less costly; and we are awakening to the 
possibility of making industrial towns beautiful. 
Moreover, it is constantly getting more economical 
t,o produce many things away from the very large 
towns. 

QUESTIONS (WITH Hiln's FOB SOLUTION) 

1. Co-millen! upon the fullOlt;ng statement: • EZCUMI'e 
diL>ision of labour fliay be adt'antageous 10 oJjU!T8 t}"an u'CWlc-tM.., 
but 10 the worbuln it cannot bs beneficial, ai,lce it robs 1164 work 
of i"teresl amI rend"r8 it wholly mechanical.' 

Aft.er dooling wit h the economies of division of labour, 
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the etudent should consider particularly whether the aeoond 
part of this quotation is necE8IIIlI'ily true, in an or most _ 
He should, moreover, point out that any gaUi made by the 
workman in the form of higher wag.J8 must be aet against any 
direct diaadvantag.J8 88IIOOiated with the division of labour. 
But the effect of division of labour OD wagel! oannot be ade
quately dealt with until the chapters OD Wages have been 
read; 10 this qut'6tion should be marked for anawer again 
later. 

2. DefiM Capilal, and tMiwt. (a) AoI6 " arw, (b) '" 
pari played by it 'It mDIknt produdiorJ. 

Before writing upon this question, it would be worth 
while to refer again to the mention in Chapter L of the chang.J8 
brought about by the Industrial Revolution. 



CHAPTER VI 

BUSINESS ORGA.NIZATION AND INCREASING AND 

DECREASING RETURNS 

The Magnitude 01 • Busincss.-)!ost industries are 
carried on in a numLer of busiuesses. or firms, 
which compl'te with one another. In large industries, 
it ll(\ver happens that one business or firm, by 
swelling out to enormous proportions, crowds out 
otill'r busilll',,~eS and devours the whole market. 
r p to a point a firm ten.ls to grow in size, because 
tho larg"r it becomt's !he more economically can it 
l'rodu('t'. But. bt'yond that point, further growth 
results in Il.'s:! economical production. 

Let us try to picture in imagination the experi
enct's of a gro\\ing business. For simplicity, suppose 
it produces one so~t of article only. Take a village 
shoemaker who does all his work himself; and has 
no sewing-machine. because he could only work one 
for a few hours a week, and it would not pay to buy 
ouo for such a limited use. When this shoemaker's 
connexion grows a little. he engages an assistant, and 

31 . 
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probably divides up the work to be 40ne in sucb 
a way that both he aud the assistant are specializing 
to some extent. Moreover. it might pay him then 
to acquire a sewing-machine. 'because it could be 
kept running, with the greater amount of work, 
many hours each week. So our shoemaker's cost 
of production would fall in consequence of division 
of labour and the application of machinery. And, 
as the business still grew, the possibility of lowering 
cost of production would continue, for a time at 
least. As our shoemaker introduced more assista.nts, 
he could specialize his labour more; and it would 
pay him to buy othe~ kinds of machinery, Bay even 
a machine to sew on buttons, because there would 
be enough work to keep it running for a long time 
each working day. 

Would there be any end t~ the growth of this 
business, if the shoemaker proved an exceedingly 
capable organizer, and could get all the capital he 
needed? Assuredly there would be. If a business 
never stopped growing, it would finally be too big 
for the employer to manage properly. Then cost of 
production in it would rise, and it would be beaten 
by competitors with lower costs of production. 

Some employers, of course, can manage larger 
businesses than others. And in some industries· 
the large business is more possible than in other 
industries. The very large business is most 
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manageaQle in industries in-which productive pro
cesses are simple and need but little modification 
from time to time. 

The Law of Substitution in Buiineaa.-Tbe pro
ducer, whatever he is producing (whether wheat, or 
cutlery, or clothing), tries to get the biggest returns 
he can from a given expenditure on material ot' 
land, labour, instruments and accessories. Now, 
we have learnt that the consumer gets the most 
out of his income when he so spends it that his 
marginal returns from expenditure on different 
things are made equal. Similarly, the producer 
must get the best results when his marginal returns 
from expenditure on different agents of production 
are mada equal. A producer's tendency to achieve 
equi-marginal returns in arranging his factors in 
production is another example of what is called the 
law of substitution, or, sometimes, the law of equi
marginal returns. 

The producer brings about equi-marginal returns 
by substituting the more profitable for the less 
profitable expenditure. A manufacturer, say, is 
making steel. If he increases his staff of labourers 
so that his wages' bill is increased by 21. a week, 
Buppo~e his weekly product will be raised by one 
ton of Bt~el. If he increases his capital to such an 
extent that 21. a week is added to his interest 
account, suppose his weekly product will be raised 

D 
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by two tons of steel. Then he will borrow more 
capital and possibly reduce his liI.bour. And so 
he will tend to proceed until a unit of additional 
expenditure will have the same effect on his output 
whether it is Bpent on labour or capital. 

But,naturally, in view of the magnitude of 
industrial undertakings and of the persistency of 
custom, equi-marginal returns are only very roughly 
attained. 

The Lam 01 Decreasing and Increasing Returns. 
-We are now sufficiently equipped to understand 
the so-called laws of increasing and decreasing 
returns, which of all economic laws are two of the 
most celebrated. / 

TM law oj decreasing returns declares that, after 
a time, any attempt to add to the supplies oj natural 
products wiU meet with leu ample returns, in the 
absena oj imprOfJements in procluctit1e methods. 
Another way of stating the law is to say that, as 
we raise enlarged supplies of natural products, the 
cost of production of the additional supplies will 
increase. 

The truth of the law can be readily shown by 
means of examples. When extra crops are needed, 
they can be· got in either, or both, of the follo·wing 
ways: by spending more on the land already used 
(cultivating it more, intensively, as it is called), or 
by breaking up fresh soil. But, though we can 
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augment the harvest from a given plot of land, by 
spending more in working the plot of land, very soon 
an increase will be obtainable only at a dispropor
tionate cost. And, though we can bring more land 
into cultivation, the new land brought into cultin· 
tion will be (a) either farther away from the market, 
since the most accessible land is naturally cultivated 
first, or (b) inferior in fertility, since the most fertile 
land known in the vicinity is naturally cultivated 
first. Consequently, cost of production (including 
thtl cost of carrying the produce to market) will be 
higher on the new land which comes into use than 
it was on the old land. 

Another example may be taken from coal
mining. The most conveniently situated coal
measures are worked first. And, from each mine, 
the coal which is most accessible, and is most easily 
won, is got out first. So, at first, cost of production 
is lower than it tends to bEICome. 

As a. matter of fact, however, we find that the cost 
of natural products falls from gen3ration to genera
tion, despite the raising of greater supplies of natural 
products as popUlation grows. The reason for this 
is that new discoveries and inventions are made, 
from time to time, which more than counteract the 
tendency to decreasing returns. 

The law Of increasing re!urnI affirm, Ula! an 
increase of !lie produc!it16 factors deroted !o any 
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manufactu,e U us'UaUy accompankd, in ths long 
run, by a more than proportionaf.6 return, meaning 
a lower cost of production. The reason lor this is 
simple. When a manufacture gets larger, machinery 
ca.n be more extensively resorted to, and labour and 
capital can be more thoroughly specialized, both in 
the manufacture in question and in the industriel 
subsidiary to it. 

Of course, the tendency to increasing returnl may 
be counteracted in industries in which a large part 
of the cost of production consists in cost of material. 
For the production of the material may be subject 
to decreasing returns. Similarly, a tendency to de
creasing returns, in raising natural products, may 
for a time be counteracted by the new economies 
which more extensive operations render possible. 
When there is neither increasing nor decreasing 
returns, we say there is constant returns. 

TJpel 01 Business Organization.-Up to this point 
I have invariably spoken as if each busmess were 
managed by a single employer. We may now 
take account of the fact that it is not always so. 
A business may be a company or a co-operative 
organization. 

A, company is managed by a board of directors 
selected ~y the shareholders. The directors appoint 
a salaried ma.nager, and delegate to him the respon
sibility of controlling the details of production. 
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The organization of companies, and the passing of 
laws facilitating their formation, have had most 
beneficial consequence, particularly the laws limiting 
the liability of shareholders. Through the existence. 
of companies, more capital has been attracted into 
industry, and opportunities have been afforded to 
able men endowed with little or no wealth. 

Co-operation in its simplest forms is of two kinds, 
productive and distributive. Productive co-opera
tion means an association of workpeople formed with 
a view to producing. The members of the associa
tion borrow capital and elect their committee of 
management. Labour co-partnership is" the term 
given to a mixture of productive co-operation and 
private, or company, enterprise. Distributive co
operation means an association of consumers· for 
establishing shops at which the members deal, and 
thus secure for themselves trading profits. It has 
been applied both to retail and wholesale trade. 

"'ben the sole production of anything is in the 
hand of a single person or company, or when the 
producers of a thing are in agreement with ,one 
another (and so form a combination), instead of 
being in competition, monopoly is said to exist. 
Monopolks are of several kinds. 

One kind of monopoly relates to natural products 
obtainable from a few sources only. Another kind 
has its basis in governmental action. Thus the sole 
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production of, or trade in, something used to be 
conferred by English sovereigns on favourites; 
or others, in reward for services. The practice 
was a reprehensible one. To-day the Government 
seldom confers monopoly rights. But there are 
important exceptions in the protection of inven
tions (in which case they are said to be patented) 
and ttf writings (in which case they are said to be 
copyright). Patents and copyrights hold only for 
a limited period. They are justified because, in 
their absence, the inducement to write, or publish, 
or invent, or take up an invention, would be 
paltry. 

Of late years, the monopoly created by merging 
competing businesses in one company (called a trust), 
and the monopoly. brought about by agreement 
between competitors to pursue a common policy 
as regards selling price (called a Kartel) , have 
become common. The questions whether, and iq 
what way, such monopolies can, or ought to be, 
prevented, and how any loss occasioned to the 
community in consequence of their existence can 
be cheeked, are being widely discussed~particularly 
in the United States, where the formation of a 
number of such monopolies has, of late, occasioned 
some alarm. 

From these monopolies, and the others noticed 
above, the sort of monopoly, or semi-monopoly, 
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which arises naturally, in the provision of certain 
puLlic services, must be distinguished. The provisiol .. 
of water and gas in towns, and of railway transpor
tation throughout the country, furnish examples. 
FrequenUy it would not pay to have more than one 
railway company in a particular district. And it 
is obvious that it would never do to allow several 
competing gas or water companies to lay their pipes 
in the same streets. 

Some of these public service monopolies, as we 
llIight call them, have been taken over by loca.l 
authorities; and railways in some countries a.re 
ownod and worked by the State. And, where 
the provi~ion of such public services continues 
ill private hands, some State control in the 
interests of consumers i,; usual. In England; 
for instanco, tho activities of railway companies, 
and their charg(\>!, are circumscribed by spocial 
ll'gi~lation, and tho public is safeguarded by the 
Railway CommisRion and tho railway department 
of the Board of Trade. 

Ql'ESTIONS (WITH IIINTS FOB SOLUTION) 

1. lUustrat~ thf odi,m Of the /(110 of 8'11b4tiluliart (a) ill 
tlte spending Of income. (b) ill th~ orgf/lliUlti"" 0/ buft1l€&"8. 

AU that is required of the stuJt'nt is to make up some 
I'lall,ible illustrations like those given on pages 11 and 33. 

2. 'Monopoly i& ltnll4U<ll, bul i·1I ceriaj" cjrcumilrollced iI 
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may be "peeled to appear, a~ may Welt FOIl. bem/icial.· 
JC:l:amine Ihi, aI_'ion • 

. The first part of this quotation can be d.ieoussed after 
a careful perusal of the opening eeotionof the above ohapter. 
As regarda the ooncluding part of the quotation. .peofal 
attention .hould be given to Patente, Copyright8, and what 
have been called above Publio Servioe Monopolit: •. 

3. Ducribe Ihe wrWu, 'YP". oJ brui",." organization 
which are to be /OUM UMer modem conditionl. 



CHAPTER VII 

COMMERtnAL WORK AND TRADB DEPRESSIONS 

Commercial Work.-For many purposes it is con
venient to distinguish between the work involved 
in getting things from nature, or manufacturing 
articles from them when obtained, on the one hand, 
and the work of buying or marketing things, which 
may be called commercial or trading work, on the 
other hand. 

People who engage exclusively in commercial 
work are variously designated as buyers, sellers, 
dealers, brokers, agents or travellers, according to 
their business, or the particular office which they 
discharge. But it must be remembered that many 
people combine the two offices of organizing an 
industrial busineSS and of managing in detail the 
trading sides of the business. An • industrial 
business' must be taken here to apply to mining, 
farming, and so forth, as well as to manufacturing. 

Broadly speaking, commercial or trading work 
divides into two classes, (1) arranging purchases and 
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sales, and (2) giving a lead to production by antici· 
pating demand, that is to say by framing estimat(>s 
of future demand. Both classes of work are not 
necessarily done by the same people. 

The nature of the services performed when 
purchases and sal(>s are arranged, can easily be made 
plain with the aid of an illustration. Suppose 
there are three producers of steel, Smith, JOD!.'R, 
and Brown, and three people using steel, Johnson. 
Thompson, and Robinson. Johnson buys from 
Brown, let us imagine, at S08. a ton, while Smith 
is, ready to sell at 298. a ton, though Johnson dors 
not know it. Moreover, the quality of Swith's st(>!.'l 
may more exactly suit Johnson's requirements than 
the quality of Brown's steel. One of the commercial 
man's tasks is to discover these facts, and secure 
that Johnson shall get more exactly what he wants, 
and get it at a more reasonaLle price than he would 
have to pay otherwise. 

The other office performed by some commercial 
men (namely anticipating demand) is largely shar(>d 
by producers proper. It consists in guessing (or, 
rather, in estimating) beforehand what people will 
want; so that things may be ready for them when 
they are ready for the things. 

This anticipating is not a new thing necesHltated 
by modem conditions. It is unavoidable under 
any conditions. Even savages must frame estimatrs 
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of their needs before they produce; and, in framing 
their estimates, they may make mistakes. Though 
nol.inson Crusoe on Lis island, before man Friday 
came, had nobody to exchange things with, he 
could not escape the responsibility of anticipating 
nepds, namely his own needs. 

But, in the economy of advanced communities, 
anticipation plays a larg,er part. The organization 
of this anticipation has been one of the most 
remarkable features of recent economic "dop
ment. In a modorn community we expect to 
find our wants foreseen. This is the age of the 
• roady-made' articlo. We may order our suits 
to measure, but we choose the cloth from stocks 
alr('ady accumulated and paraded for our inspection. 

Merchants have been largely responsible for the 
character of these stocks. They have ordered 
from producers what they (the merchants) expect 
to be wantE-d. Those merchants whose exp(1ctations 
proyo on the whole. correct make profits. But 
thoso who have been unfortunate enough to prepare 
stocks of what proves not to be wanted incur losses. 
It is only the merchant with such a knowlE-dge of 
the market, and such pOWE-rs of observation and 
jutigllwnt, that he can foresl'e demand, who will 
make profits, and so find it worth ,,-hile to do the 
work of anticipating. 

Speculation.-Whell a man makes a guess about 
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future demand, or future prices, or the needs of 
people in regions far from his home, and acts on his 
guess, he is said to be speculating, the term boing 
used very broadly. If his guess is a mere toss up, 
that is to say if he has really no reason for deciding 
one way rather than another, his action is of the 
nature of a gamble. But it is not a gamble when 
his decision is rationally based on his study of the 
conditions that give rise to the facts which he "is 
trying io anticipate. Indeed, in this case, it is 
probably best not to say that the man is speculating, 
as the term' speculating' is frequently employed 
narrowly to mean gambling in business. His act 
may be called an act based on reasonable antici
pation, or at least it may be called a reasonable 
speculation. 

Rational anticipation benefits society in two 
ways. In the first place, it brir gs it a bout that we can 
get many things as soon as we want them, instead 
of having to wait for them to be made. In the 
second place, it tends to spread supplies over periods 
of time in proportion to demand; 80 that too much 
is not consumed at onetime, with the result that there 
is too little for another time. Thus, if the price of 
wheat drops, and the dealer of wheat thinks it is 
going to rise again, he buys at once to sell in the 
future. Through his action (if he was right), the 
relative excess in the pres('llt, which occasioned 
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the fall in price, is saved up for the future, 
when, otherwise, there would have been relative 
scarcity. 

Of course, no reasonable speculator, however 
wise and well-informed, can be absolutely sure. 
But, if he is a specialist, gifted with the right sort 
of insight, and trained by experience to read the 
business signs of tbe times, he will more frequently 
be right than wrong. So on the wbole he gains, and 
makes a gain for the community. 

Blind speculation which is avoidable cannot 
be too strongly condemned. It renders business 
feverish, and causes needless insecurity. And, 
wben it is rife, many people are perverted by it 
into neglecting honest work and trying to get 
rich quickly by lucky hits. 

Trade Depressiona.-For one reason because of the 
part played by anticipation in guiding production 
(but not for that reason only), trade does not go on 
steadily from year to year. Sometimes it is brisk 
and sometimes sluggish. The general ups and down 
are commonly known as trade cycles. 

The explanation of the recurring trade depres
sions is not easy. Forecasts certainly playa part 
in their causation. Mistaken foreca3ts are made, 
with the result that of some things too much may 
be produced in view of the demand for them. Then 
the industries producing them become depressed, 
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as it is said, which means that they cannot dispose 
of their whole product at remunerative prices. 

And, when depression starts anywhere, it is apt 
to spread. If remunerative prices cannot be got for 
boilers, there is less demand for steel to make them 
from, and for coal and ore, and the plant with 
which boilers and steel are made. Thus bad trade 
is passed on. And, as it leaves in its wake reduced 
aggregate earnings, so that the demand for con
sumers" goods is reduced, the trade of providing 
them tends to become bad also. 

Trade depression is also apt to spread beca use 
people are influenced by the state of mind of their 
fellows. There is a tendency for trades to become 
depressed together when gloomy views about 
business in the future become common. Similarly, 
when cheerful views about future demand are 
common, trades tend to be very active, perhaps 
feverishly active, together. 

Moreover, the state of good or bad trade may 
spread throughout the world. When American 
trade begins to droop, America buys less from 
abroad and English industries lose orders and 
begin to droop in turn. But when, on the other 
hand, over-trading starts in America, she imports 
more, and English trade becomes brisk. 

In addition to what has been said above, it may 
be pointed out that, when harvests are unusually 
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good, trade tends to be stimulated; and that it 
may 10 stimulated into over-trading. so tlwt 
deprt'3~ion follows. A fall in the prico of food 
generally l£'aves people with more to spend on 
ot.hl'r things; whereupon the induRtries producing 
the other things are rendered more pro::;perous. 
Again, to giv~ another example, a good cotton 
11ILrn·~t mcanR cheap cotton, which meaus a lower 
COllt of production of cotton goods, which nwans 
prosperity in the cotton, industry and greater 
activity. It has been suggl'sted that good harvest~ 
tend f,o recur with a certain degree of regularity, 
and that any regularity ill the trade cycle is partly 
uiiriLutaLie to this. But the correctlJ('~S of this 
vi"w must not be tuken as settled. 

\\'llatever the explanation of tradc' dl'pre3sions, 
it i>! el'rtain that they are n'~pon8illle f,'r nlUch WI

em l,[oymenl of lahour (ineJudiug unda-employmelll) 
frOIll time to tillle. Tiley tHe not" IlowPH'r, the 
8ult~ causes of uneluployment. Sudden industrial 
changes, due perhaps to inventioll:-l, may be 
reBponsiLle for some unemployment, eH'ry now and 
thPll, And in every comlllunity peoI'll' are to Le 
found who are inefficient through illness, or physical 
or lllcntul deft'cls, or are wwruployaLltl Ll'cause 
they are idle. And some people have more than 
their sLare of bad luck in finding the work that 
suitg them. 
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QnSTIONB [WIn lImN rOB 80Lt7TIOlf) 

1. Oarefully tlistinguWA betw_ '1Ultutrial wore and com· 
mercial wore, and ducribt and elauiJy aU Ulld ts .nduded .,. 
1M laUer. Do you regard commercial wore IU protludive , 

The &Il8wer to the aeooncl part of thia question dopendi 
upon the meaning that we give to • produotive' (see the firat 
eeotion of Chapter IV.). U the term iI ueed broadly. to 
oover everything whioh result. iD the creation of utility, 
it should be maintained that commercial work iI productive 
because it oreates utility. The two ola8&e11 of commercial 
work 8hould be notioed, and the way in which each olass ill 
produotive of utility. 

2. U lling 1M Itrm • ,pecv,lation' broadly, .1Ulicale 1M cWo 
cv,f7I8tancu .,. which ., ., lt1ely 10 prOVI (a) advantal1wu, 
[b) dtsadvantagwu, 10 1M eommuni/y. 

The main point to emphasize is the diatinotion between 
business gambling and the reasonable anticipation which iI 
baaed on experieu.oe. 

3. Give a me.f accounl oj trade deprullion8. 



CHAPTER VIII 

MARKETS AND COMPETITION 

Marketa.-All commercial work has reference to 
what are called markets. We haYil now to ask 
in what exactly markets consist. 

Economically interpreted, the term • market t 

rej!,'1", not necessarily to a place, but aluays to a 
commodity, or commodities, and buyers and seller. 
oj the same who are in direct competition u'ith one 
a Mther. So we may speak of the tea market, the 
iron market and so on, without meaning any par
ticular place. There aro world-markets, as well 
8S local markets. There is a world-market for tea, 
since people all over the world are comp(>ting with 
ono another in the purchase of tea. There are also 
101'1\1 Illarkets for tl'a, in London, Berlin, and many 
other places. 

We must also (listinguish between u'h()lesale 
markfts and retail markt'ls. Wholesale markets are 
nH~ue up of people who lillY or sell in very large 
qus.ntitit's only. In buying tea, I do not come. 
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directly into competition with a wholesale buyer of 
tea, because I buy by the pound and he buys by the 
ton. So'I am not a part of the wholesale market 
for tea. To be a part of it (according to our defini· 
tion'of a market) I should have to buy in quantities 
which brought me into direct competition with 
'Wholesale dealers in tea. 

In some produce markets, the commodities in 
which can be grouped in a limited number of 
grades, a system has developed of buying, for future 
delivery, goods which are not yet on the market and, 
perhaps, are not yet produced. Such buying and 
selling is known as dealing in futures. The methods 
of these markets are very like those of the Stock 
Exchange, where stocks and shares are bought and 
sold. 

Competition.-The term • competition' has already 
been ulled more than once, but it has not yet 
been defined. Thet-e is .aid to be competition 
when (a) would-be buyers bid against one anothet-, or 
when (b) would-be .ellers bid against one anothet-. 
Competition may be one-sided or two-sided. As 
one-sided, it is competition between buyers or 
competition between sellers. As two-sided, it is 
both together. Organized markets serve to facili
tate competition. 

Under competition one price only can be charged, 
in the .ame p'lace,for the .ame sort. of commodity, at the 
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same time.. Suppose three dairymen, Brown, Jones, 
and Robinson, are trying to sell milk in a district. 
And suppose Brown is willing to sell at Sd. a quart, 
Jones at Sid. a quart, and Robinson at 4d. a quart. 
Then, if Brown could supply all the milk needed, 
all consumers who knew that Brown sold at Sd. 
would buy of Brown; and, if the fact were fully 
known, Jones and Robinson would sell no .milk. 
In order to sell any milk, Jones and Robinson 
would have to drop thei!: prices to Sd. Because of 
the competition of Brown, neither could extort 
SId. a quart from me, even were my desire for 
milk so intense that I would buy a certain amount 
at 6d. a quart rather than go without it. If Brown 
could not supply all the milk needed, nor Brown 
and Jones together, and Robinson would not, or 
could not, solI for loss than 4d. a quart, all the milk 
would eventually sell at 4d. a quart. Buyers 
would first flook to Brown's dairy, and by competing 
with one another would force the price up to Sid. 
When the price rose to Sid. they would shop in
differently at Brown's and Jones's. But, as the 
supply of milk 'Would still be insufficient, they 
would compete with one another and force the 
price up again, wltil it rose to 4d. and Robinson's 
supply came into the market. 

Hence, under competition, one price must rule in 
a market for one Bort of commodity, however intense 
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the initial demands of the consumers, and whatever 
the differences between the prices at which sellers are 
willing to sell if need be. Nobody would insist on 
selling at the lower price when he was offered the 
higher pric&-that is ordinarily. What is true of 
milk, in the above example, is true of everything 
else when competition rules. 

Competition has been as much over-praised, 
perhaps, as it has been denounced. It is, therefore, 
important to be cool in our judgment about it, and 
not come to a final decision till we have read in the 
book of experience. Unquestionably, competition 
keeps people active and alert; and, when it takes 
place between producers, it protects the public 
against exorbitant charges. But, when in excess, 
it may cause an absurd waste of effort and mis
direction of effort. And it may even foster in 
persons of weak character a distorted astuteness, 
which seeks for profit in shady, or positively 
dishonest, practices. 

However, we must be particularly careful to 
. remark that competition does not necessarily imply 
self-seeking. The purchaser of a picture, who haa 
competed with others in buying it, may perhaps 
want it to present to a public art gallery. 
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QUESTIONS, (WITIl HINTS FOB SOLUTION) 

1. Define a markel and tUuai/y markell/. .duo Irau tAe 
connezicmll belweeft whole8a!e and retail markell/. 

As regards the second part of the question. it will have 
boon observed that the sellers in retail markets are the buyers 
in wholesale markets. It is also notable that the demands 
of the buyers in wholt>sa.le markete expre8B. or anticipate. the 
demand. of the ultimate consumers. 

2. Prove thaI under condilicmll of competition one price 
only call be charged, ifl tAe lame place, Jor tAe lame ~ of 

commodity. a' tAe lame lime. 



CHAPTER IX 

PRICE, OB VALUE IN EXCHANGE, UNDEB COMPETITION 

IN trying to explain the settlement of the prices.of 
things, we must distinguish between things which 
are reproducible (like wheat, carpets, steel, and most 
articles in the world) and things of which there are 
fixed and limited supplies only. We must also 
distinguish between eases in which there is com
petition and cases in which there is monopoly. 
For the present we disregard monopoly conditions. 

The Price 01 Fixed Stocks 01 Things under Competition. 
-The explanation of the price of fixed stocks 
ot things which are not reproducible (like old 
pictures and rare editions of books) presents no 
difficulties. 

U the stock consists in just one thing, the 
person who would give most for it gets it. And 
he gets it at a price just exceeding what the next 
highest bidder would have paid. 

U the stock consists of several things which are 
exactly similar to one another, the price at which 
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they soIl must be exactly, or nearly, equal to the 
demand price for the number of them" that there 
are. Let the demand prices for specimens of an old 
postage stamp be representable as follows :-

For one 188. would be paid. 
For a second 15s. .. .. .. 
For a third 128. 
For a fourth 118. .. 

., 

For a fifth 108. .. .. .. 
Let there be four specimens in the market, owned 

by difforent people; and let competition rule in their 
sale. Then the four specimens will sell for more 
than 108. and for 118. at most. There can be only 
one price. It cannot be more than 11s., for only 
three would be purchased at more than lh. It 
cannot be as little as lOs., because five would be 
purchased at lOs. If the price showed a disposit.ion 
to settle at lOs., the competition of buyers would 
force it up. If it showed a disposition to settle at 
128., the competition of sellers would drive it down. 

Supply Prices 01 Reproducible Things.-The case 
of things freely produced is not so easy to deal 
with, because ·their supply depends upon the price 
paid. If the price of a reproducible thing is JlO 

high that the people making it are earning 
unusually good incomes, other people will emulate 
their example, and the supply of the thing in 
quest.ion will be increased. Therefore, to under-
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stand how the prices of such things are settled, we 
must make some study of costs of production. 

By cost oj production we mean now the charges 
incurred in producing and marketing an article. 
These consist in the wages of la.bour; interest (that 
is payment for the loan of capita.l, which the 
employer may be regarded as paying to himself 
~hen the capital is his own); cost of material and 
so forth; and, in addition, in the. case of each firm, 
remuneration for the employer sufficient to induce 
him to enter the industry, or remain in it. It is 
implied here, for the sake of simplicity of statement, 
that every producing business is managed by a 

. single employer .. 
Now, different employers do not necessarily 

produce at the same cost, even if we take only fully
developed businesses which are prosperous into 
account. Consider the felt hat industry. Suppose 
that, at a particular time, it is organized to turn out 
a weekly supply of 10,000 hats. One normal firm 
might produce hats at an average expense (that is 
expense per unit of output) of 58. But it does not 
follow that every normal fum would be producing 

_ at an average expense of 58. per hat. Indeed, it is 
practically impossible that every one of them should. 
Some of the employers would be cleverer and more 
painstaking than others, and more successful in 
getting the most economical labour, plant, material 
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and accf's~orips for their money, and in organizing 
tlwir works. Consequently, there would be many 
uifTonmt costs of production. 

Price must equal the highest of these costs of 
production, if the industry is to go on turning out 
its 10,000 hats per week, no more and no less. If 
the price wore higher, other people would be attracted 
into the industry, and additional capital would be 
inve:!tod in the industry, 80 that a greater ou~put 
than 10,000 hats would be reached. If the price 
Wf're lower, a sufficiency of labour, capital, or em
l'loy('rs, would not be kept in the industry, or 
attracted into it, to enablo it to go on turning. 
out 10,000 hats per week. 

The reader may demur at first to this conclusion. 
Why, it may be asked, should not the people who 
produce cheapest get all the trade and furni"h the 
whole 10.000 hats? The answer is that these 
peoplo are not unlimited in number. and that the 
amount of the work each ran efficiently undertake 
is limited. Why. again, it may be objected. do not 
COIl!lumers buy the hats produced cheapest and wait 
for more of the cheap onE's? Because. the response 
runs. the supply of cheap hats would not be adelluate. 

The firm with the highest cost of production, 
for a gin'n output of the industry. is called the 
'/I/llryillal firm for that output. There may be more 
than 0111.'. TJle cost of production per unit of output 
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of the firm which is marginal for a given output 
of an industry is commonly called the marginal 
cost oj production for that output. As we have 
learnt, it is this cost of production which is the 
supply price for that output, meaning the price 
which must be paid if that output is to be secured. 

Equilibrium 01 Demand and Suppl,.-Thus we 
see that the price of reproducible things is deter
mined by demand prices, on the one side, and supply 
prices (meaning the marginal costs of production 
for different outputs), on the other side. But it 
will be as well to represent the two influenoos by a 
numerical example, in order that we may perceive 
at a glance, without fear of misunderstanding, 
how exactly they do their work. 

In the table that follows, the supposed demand 
prices for different quantities of hats per week are 
stated, and also the supposed supply prices for 
the same quantities : 

Nomber of Rata DemaD4 Stlppl, I 
por week.. p- I'_ 

Ii,OOO 1M. 84. Ii •• U. 
6,000 1M. 7tl. 1M. 3d. 
7,000 1M. U. 1M. 2.1. 
8,000 1M. 2.1. IU. Itl. 
9,000 68. Id. 1M. Od. 

10,000 ".114. 41.114-
I 11,000 4.t. 84. 4.t. IOd. 

12,000 4.t. 7tl. 4.t. 9tl. I 

13,000 4.t. 5d. 4.t. 84. i 
I 

I I 
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It will readily be perceived that, in the caee 
represented, 10,000 hats 'will be produced weekly, 
and that the price will be 48. 11d. 

Suppose more hats were turned out, say 11,000. 
Then some employers would be manufacturing at 
an average cost (including adequate remuneration 
for themselves) of 48. 10d. and selling at 48. Sd. 
"'hich would not be good business. Consequently, 
they would cease to do so, 6S soon as they could, 
and the industry would contract until the output 
of 10,000 hats a week was reached. 

Suppose that 9,000 hats a week were turned out. 
Price would then be 58. Id., and the full costs of 
the marginal firm (including adequate renumeration 
for the employer) no more than 58. Consequently, 
the industry would be exceptionally profitable, and 
would attract extra supplies of capital, organizing 
power, and executive labour. So its output of hats 
would rise. As the supply of hats rose, the price 
would fall. The reactions described would cease 
)"ben the out put had advanced' to 10,000 hats a 
week and the price had dropped to 48. 11d. 

It must btl carefully borne in mind that this 
demonstration holds only of the long run, or, as 
it is said technically, the long period. It shows 
what will happen eventually, after full time has 
been given for supply to adjust itself to dt'mand
for unsucct?ssful employers to retire, or new 
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employers to get satisfactory agents in production 
and organize their works. 

SuPPly Price. and Increasing ReturnJ.-A few 
comments on the' character of the table from 
which we have reasoned may now be offered. 
The prices in the second column descend because 
of the law of demand (see page 9). Those in the 
third column may ascend, or descend, or keep tho 
same, or do first one thing and then the other. 
They will ascend if decreasing returns rule in the 
industry, descend if increasing returns rule in the 
industry. and keep level if constant returns rule. 

The reader who has not carefully pondered 
over what has been said on pages 85 and 86 about 
increasing returns, may be puzzled at first by the 
descent of marginal costs of production with rising 
outputs of an industry. He may very naturally 
wonder how, for instance, in the case represented 
by the table above, the marginal cost of production 
for an output of 10,000 could possibly be 48. ltd. 
when the marginal cost of production for 9,000 was 
more, namely 5,. He might argue that the marginal 
producer for the smaller output would probably 

. be superior to the marginal producer for the larger 
output, and would therefore produce at a lower cost. 
This might be true, and if so the marginal cost of 
production. for the larger output would, for a time, 
be higher than the marginal cost of production for 
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tho smaller output. nut it would not be eo event· 
ually, if the industry wero subject to increasing 
returns. For in this event, all costs of production, 
including marginal ones, would fall after the larger 
output had enabled a. larger amount of machinery 
per head, and more specialj~m, to be introduced 
into the industry in question and the industries 
subsiuiary to it. 

QI'ESTIONS (WITH HINTS FOB SOLUTION) 

1. Si"r_, in any ind uslry. all produa,s do noI produce at 
Ihe same COde. thOlJgh (andt, cc>mpetiticm) all 8ell at Ihe 8f/me 
I,riet. haw is it llOSsibk to t~labli8h allY relation be/wan coot 
of 1"')(/ ad iOll a lid pric, ? 

The opening statement in the question shouhl first be 
ju~titlud. It should then be argued that by • cost of pro
duction' we intend the oost of production of the marginal 
firm. wh.m we 8/ty thnt cost of production holpe to settle 
prico. The meaning of the marginal linn must be brought 
out. It mlli!t also be made olear that' cost of production' 
is to be undertltood as the 008t of productiun per unit of 
output of a finn, 

2. Show Ilmt tJ~ pri,-e" of tJ"ngs are determined bolh by 
Jema",1 and 8U pply. 

TIlt' meaning of demand in tills question mu~t bo precisely 
~!l\kd. because ill ordinary speech dt'mand is uSlld vaguely. 
TIHl point to bring out is that' demand' ht're means markt't 
<I"llIlllld. and indirat,·s thl' priet·s the'! will bt, paid for diB,'ren' 
ql".ntiti"tI of a c,'l1lmodity. The ~tll,h'nt who wanta to 
wTite a full answ,'r might tlo on to tl'at.'<l tlll' (>rj~in of market 
d"llmnd ill illdivi,lul1.J d,·wands. As rcga.rds supply. it is 
import-ant t" (w;tingllisu bt'twet>n rel,rodueible th.ings and 
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non-reproduoible thinga. In the ouo of tho latter, lupply 
means tho stock on hand. But, in tho DUO of tho former, 
it is not sufficient to give it thil meaning (if 'WIt are to main
tain that supply determines prioe), .moe tho quantity 
of the Bupply dependa upon the prioe. Conlequont1y 
, supply' in this question, in the oase of reproduoible thinga, 
must mean tho prioes at whioh dilIerent quantitiDl of the 
commodity will be produced. Pan of tho &IlBwer to the 
first question would have to be inoluded in a complete answer 
to this one. 

3. Accou'" for !he faa OIa', in 1M long run, i_ea,ed IlUpply 
is followed by (a) a riae in fIriu in __ aM (b) • fall 
in fIriu in oilier _. 

This question, of oourse, hal reference to whet Ie termed 
decreasing-and inoreBBing retUl"lUl, 



CHAPTER X 

PRICE READJUSTMENTS AND MONOPOLY PRIOE 

EtJec' 01 Increased and Decreased Demand.-Let us 
now propound the question as to what happens 
in the long run if demand increases. An increase, 
or rise, in demand means that demand prices are 
raised; whioh is to say that more will be bought 
at the old price, and that for the old quantity a 
higher price will be given. 

Obviously, in the ease of a non-reproducible 
thing, since the supply is tixed,price must rise 
when demand rises. But, in the ease of a repro
ducible thing, the supply is not fixed. Then, 
obviously, more . of the reproducible thing will 
eventually be produoed and bought, when demand 
rises. How the. price of the reproducible thing 
will be affected, will depend upon whether supply 
prices are higher, lower, or the same, for an increased 
output. If supply prices are lower, price will faU; 
if they are higher, price "rill rise; if they are the 
same, price will be constant. The effect on price 

63 
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of decreased demand. that is a fall in demand 
prices, can be at once inferred from the above. 

Again it must be remarked that these conclusions. 
as regards reproducible things, hold merely in the 
long run. Increased outputs at first are obtainable 
only at enhanced costs of production. This will be 
evident when it is remembered that the additional 
outputs can only be procured at first by working 
uneconomical hours, or at uneconomical speeds, or 
with unskilled labour, or with unsuitable machinery, 
and, 'possibly, in over-crowded workshops. Hence 
the effect of increased demand at first must be a 
rise in price. And, when demand shrinks, price 
is almost certain to fall at first, whatever happens 
ultimately. 

After the:foregoing discussion, it will be sufficient 
merely to state that, when the cost of production 
of anything is altered, the full effects are not 
immediately experienced. 

Th80lJ of Monopo17 PriceL-1n what has been 
written above, it has been supposed that C9mpeti
tion rules. Let us now ask what happens, as 
regards the settlement of price, in the opposite 
case of monopoly. 

There is complete or partial monopoly in the 
supply of a thing, as we have seen, when there is 
absence, or unusual hindrance, of competition iIf the 
Bupply of that thing. The monopoly may be in the 
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hand8 of an individual j but, if the supply is large, 
it is more likely to be in the hands of a group of 
people or a publio authority, as we have also seen. 
In what follows, however, for convenience of 
phraseology, I shall speak as if the monopolist were 
always a single individual. 

Naturally, the monopolist who is guided solely by 
selI-illt!'rest will aim at furnishing the supply for 
which his llet receipts (namely his earnings for 
himsolf) are the largest p08sible. He might gain 
most by solling a smll.ll quantity at a higb price, 
instead of a large quantity at a low price j and, if 
BO, his st'lf-interost would induce him to do so. 
Under competition, of course, it would be futile 
fllr any employer to restrict his supply with a 
viow to getting a prioe higher than the ordinarily 
romwlerative 00(1, because of the competing sup
plies produced by others, which would increase as 
his full off. 

It must be allowed, however, that a monopolist 
has sflldom a free hand in settling price. He must 
pay some r!'gard to publio opinion. !Iore or loss 
satisfactory substitutes for the monopolized article 
mBy be discovertld if people are goaded by exorbitant 
charges int.o seeking them. Again, when com
petition is not impossiLle, rival producers may be 
tempted into the field if the monopolist acts so 
8S to mnke his gain excessive. Finally, there is a 
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greater chance of interference by the State when 
monopolists totally disregard the publio interest. 
Hence monopolists will usually choose a large out
put (meaning a low price) if no very substantial 
addition would be made to monopoly profit by 
restriction of output. 

A monopolist'. power is further curbed when 
consumers are allied. A compact union of con
sumers may force the monopolist to sacrifice a 
great part of his monopoly revenue. By com
bining, consumers establish what may be called 8 

consumers' monopoly . 
. Monopolists are sometimes aLle to charge differ

ent prices for things of the same kind, when they 
are sold in different places, or for different purposes. 
When monopolists do so, their action is guided by 
the principle already laid down, but the problem 
of doing" the best for themselvf's becomes more 
complicated. 

Needless to say, when municipalities, or other 
governmental bodies, monopolize a service, they 
will not be actuated by the same motives as the 
private monopolist. They will take public con
venience into account. 80 municipalities which 
supply gas are not likely to charge a price which 
:};elds the maximum profit. 

Value in 'Use and Value in Exchange.-A few 
words may now be said to bring the contents of this 
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eha pt(lr and the previous one into relation with the 
contents of Chapter II. 

The t1a/ue in use of a thing to a person com
monly meaDS its total value in use to him, that is 
the total utility d,rrived by him from it. Its value 

in exchange Ul~ans what it will exchange for; which, 
when expressed in money, means its price. Now, the 
latter, that is the value in exchange, or price, of 
a thing, corresponds, not with its aggregate utility 
(total value in USf') to anybody, but with its marginal 
utility (see page 7) to everybody who buys it. This 
is so because the price per unit of any given supply 
of a thing lllust equal the demand price for such 
a supply, and dt'mand pric€'s are tho expressions 
in money of th8 marginal utilities of things to 
p('ol'll\ (~ee page 9). 

Things that are scarce in relation to the demand 
forthew ha,,(\ a high value in exchange, be<'ause they 
have i\ high marginal utility. But their total value 
in use may not be gre.at. On the other hand, things 
which are plentiful in relation to demand have 
an insignificant Hlue in exchange, despite the fact 
that th"ir total ,'alue in use may be enormous. 
Some things, indeed, which are so plentiful that 
their marginal utility is nothing, have absolutely no 
value in exchange. Neverthelt's:'!, they may have 
immense total "alue in use; though, ordinarily, 'We 
E<hould take tllis for grantt-d and hardly notice it, 

r2 
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if we noticed it at all. It is o~y 'when the wdl 
runs dry that we, become fully alive to the value 
of water. 

QUBSTIONIJ (WITH HINTS FOB SOLUTION) 

1. What are tAe imm&liak and uUimak effecIA oj an i1UTfGled 
demand fur a commodity' 

The ultimate effect.. in the C88e of reproducible thing!. 
depend upon the conditions of produotion. which may be 
such that inoreasing return! rule or suoh that decre&8ing 
returns rule. 

2. CanMer tAe following 1IfaIemenl: • The 'P'*-e oj a 
commodity alway. lend. to equal tAe money valla Of itt marginal 
utility to 1M purclI.aMr. bill ., ooly Iendt to equal itt CJMI of 
productilm w1aen f1IOnCYJJOly dou not f'1Ik in itt produdilm.' 

The truth of the fint part of the quotation can be .hown 
by reduoing market demand to individual demands. and 
showing that the latter depend on the marginal utilities of 
things to people. In the aDBwer to 'he BeClOud part of. the 
question. the prinoiple aocording to which monopoly pricea 
are settled mwrt. be brought out; and a contrast must be 
drawn between the llettlement of price under condition. of 
monopoly and the llettlement of price under conditioDB of 
com petition. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE COINAOE AND ORESBJ.M'S LAW 

Inconvenience 01 Barler.-People began to use money 
to escape the inconveniences of bartering. Bartering 
means exchanging articles directly for one another. 
Aftt'r a time the inconveniences of bartering became 
intolerable, because, as people progressed, they 
resorted increasingly to division of labour to 
magnify their. output. When they did this, they 
necessarily added to the amount of exchanging 
which had to take place between them. 

The chief inconvt'nience of barter consists in the 
fact that for each act of barter a ~e c:oit;<id~~e 
of wants is requisite. If I have a plough to barter, 
I must find 8 person who not only wants a plough, 
but also possesses what I require, say a number of 
different housphold utensils. Endless time might 
be spent in seeking such a person; and the chances 
are that I should have to give up the quest and 
rest satisfied when I could sell my plough for any 
articles which came within measurable distance of 
what I wanted. 

69 
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And I might have to sell, in addition, at an 
unfavourable rate of exchange. For I might not 
succeed in discovering a person in urgent need of 
a. plough who had at his disposal what I required. 
Likewise, anybody who took my plough might 
have to put up with Q second-best satisfaction 
of his wants. In the circumstances, he and I 
might esteem ourselves fortunate in not having 
failed utterly to attain our ends at Q reasonable 
cost. 

The enormous difficulty of getting satisfactory 
results out of bartering will be still further appre
ciated when we dwell upon the a.wkwardness, under 
that system, of accommodating units of sale to 
units of purchase. If a grazier requires numerous 
small articles, his task in marketing by barter is 
almost impossible of performance, even With the 
utmost patience. With a sheep, he would be able 
to purchase a great deal. But, unless he divided 
up the sheep, he would have to find somebody who 
both required a sheep and possessed, or would get 
for him, by yet further processes of this vexatious 
bartering, the multitude of articles to obtain which 
he was ready to sacrifice his sheep. 

Moreover, under the system of bartering, endless 
higgling over every purchase. must almost inevitably 
occur; and an immense amount of time must be 
wasted in consequence. 
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Emergence 01 Money.-The impossibility of doing 
business speedily and satisfactorily by means of 
barter constrains people to sell things for Bome 
other thing which they do not require, in the hopes 
of selling the latter again for what they do require ... 
When any commodity is made to render an indirect 
service in this way, it is being employed as money (in 
the broadest sense of the term), that is as a medium 
of exchange. 

We can imagine that, as a result of a sort of 
natural selection, certain articles are promoted to 
serve the purpose of media of exchange. The fittest 
for the purpose survive, and get established as the 
cUlltomary media of exchange, or money. 

It is easy to perceive why some commodities are 
chosen for money rath')r than others'&:' 

1. Money must be easily transportable, because 
the medium of exchange has to be carried about 
to do its work as money ........ 

2. The money commodity must be cognoscible; 
that is to say it must be readily recognizable for 
what it is, so that persons who accept it may not 
be deceived ea,sily. 

S. The money commodity must be divisible 
without losing in value, so that it can be made up 
into large and small coins. Much value is destroyed 
when precious stones are broken up, but little, if 
any, value is destroyed when metals are broken up, 
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because, if necessary, the pieces can be fused 
together again .. 

4. The money commodity must be compara
tively imperishable: because, when people take it in 
exchange for goods, they may have to keep it for a 
time before using it again. Besides they may want 
to save it up. 

5. The money commodity must be fairly con
stant in value, as otherwise people may lose through 
keeping it. 

Metals, and particularly the more precious metals, 
are a~ably endowed with the right qualities for 
money. They are recognizable without difficulty, 
divisible without loss of value, easily transportable, 
comparatively imperishable, and more constant in 
value than the majority of other tbings. 

It will be evident that the final choice of a metal, 
or group of metals, to serve as money depends 
upon the wealth of the community which is 
making. the choice. Gold would be too valuable for 
the purpose in early stages of civilization. People 
have so little to spend in e~rly stages of civiliza
tion that· the coins in ~ommonest use, if formed of 
gold, would have to be absurdly tiny. If a man's 
income, expressed in gold, is only one pennyweight 
of gold per week, bis buying with gold would 
plainly be out of the question. Similarly, copper 
is not of sufficient ~arity to serve as tbe standard 
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of value when 0. community has become compara
tively wealthy. Well-to-do people to-day would 
have to carry loads of copper about, when they 
went marketing, if copper coins were the only 
money. 

JWntinr.-When .0. metal has come into use as 
money in 8 country, it is called the standard oj 
value. The Government then makes it up into 
coins of a given weight and fineness. In doing this 
it is said to mint. 

It would be possible to have a medium of ex
change unstamped by the Government; and such 
unstamped money has existed. But its use causes 
endless trouble and irritation; since, in this event, 
evtlry person has to discover for himself how much 
of the standard metal is contained in each lump 
of it which is offered him in exchange. 

It it! usual for Governments, in stamping pieces 
of J!lt'taJ (and thus transforming them into standard 
coins) to introduce a complicated design in faint 
rdief and to mill the edges of the coins. They 
do this with the object of checking the fraud which 
cOll~i8tS in extral;ting metal from coins and putting 
them baok into circulation. When coins are so 
stamped and milled. shaving their edges and rubbing 
their smfaces leave traces in smoothed edges and 
defaced designs. 

Free and Gratuitous Coinage.-Coinage is said to 
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be free when the Government will coin, without 
unreasonable delay, any amount of the standard 
metal on the demand of anybody who brings it 
for the purpose. Coinage is not free if the 
Government coins entirely on ita own initiative, 
buying the requisite bullion. 

Nevertheless, it is not essential to the system of 
. free coinage that it should be customary for in
dividuals to take bullion to the Mint to be coined. 
England is rightly said to have a system of free 
coinage, but. it is usual for people in England to 
carry their bullion to the Bank of England and re
ceive at once its value in coins or notes, less a small 
commission charged by the bank. If taken to the 
English Mint, gold realizes Sl. 17 s. 10ld. an ounce, 
but the officials at the Mint may keep a person 
"faiting' for some time before delivering his coins. 
The Bank of England ordinarily pays Sl. 17 s. 9d. 
per ounce and paya immediately. The gold that it 
buysit gets coined by the Mint as necessity arises. 

Coinage is said to be gratuitous when the Govern
ment, as in England, does the work of minting 
standard coins (as coins made of· the standard of 
value may' be called) without making any charge. 
If fees are charged, and their yield exactly covers 
the cost of coining, the fees are known as Mintage 
or Brassage. Any exaction in excess of this is 
called a Seigniorage. 
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When a seigniorage is exacted, the charge is 
uHuully taken out of the coins; so that they are 
wade lighter, or alloy is put in to take the place 
of Buch an amount of stall<iard metal as has been 
extracted. When standard coins are treated in tbis 
way, they are said to be made light or debased, as 
the case may be. 

The usual consequences of making light or 
debasing standard coins are very serious. After 
either tre'ltment, it pays the Governmeut to 
issue more money, since the value of the bullion 
in a standard coin, plus the cost of minting it, 
mu~t thon be loss than the exchange value of the 
coin. And the issue of more money reduces the 
purchasing power of each coin (as we shall learn), 
which is upsetting to business, and a hardship to 
those whose money incolll{,s do IlOt rise propor
tionally. Moreover, tampering with the coinage 
causes a fear of further tampering, so ·that the 
feeling of securit,y (upon which steady application 
dt'pends) is degtroyed. 

Gresham's Law.-This law lays it down that 
bad money drives out good mOlltlY, when the two 
t'xist side by side. Its application to the currency 
under a system of free and gratuitous coiuage, is 
immedi,\tely evident. The coins fir~t selected for 
melting, or exporting, would naturally be the full
wt'igbt coins because they woul,l contain most metal. 
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Hence the importance of keeping the standard 
coins of a country at a high level of perfection. 
They are kept at a high level of perfection by the 
instant withdrawal of light and defaced coins from 
circulation. The withdrawal is usually effected by 
laws declaring that no coin which has fallen below 
standard weight, by a certain percentage, or has 
been defaced in certain ways, shall be lawful money 
and pass legally by tale (as it is expressed), that is 
be compulsorily exchangeable at its face value, 
meaning its stated value. 

Gresham's law appliell only in a modified form 
to systems of coinage under which coins have a pur
chasing power in excess of their intrinsic value, that 
is the value of what they are made of. Such coins 
would never be melted or exported. But it would 

. still be found that the worst coins would be parted 
with most readily. The law is called Gresham's 
law because it was laid down-not for .the 1irst 
time-by Sir Thomas Gresham, a master of the 
Mint in the reign of Elizabeth. 

QUIlSTIONS (WITH HINTS POll SOLUTION) 

1. Crnn1TUl'nl upon 1M II4temenl tJuU 1M di«overy oj f'fWney 
wa.t UBential to 1M l!C07IOmic pro(frUB oj lIOCiety. 

Here many WUAlII are raised. In t.he fil'8t place, t.here are 
rell80nB to suppose that. money, instead of being suddenly 
discovered. evolved, 80 to speak. when people (for the sake 
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of oonvenionce) began to sell t.heir goods for other things 
which thlly did not themselves want, but intended to pass on 
again in exchange for what they did want. Having noted 
this point, the student might go on to support the statement 
on the ground that inoreased division of labour (whioh is 
involved in ooonomio progre88) neoe88itates increa.sed ex· 
ohanging. and that. very much exchanging is impo88ible 
under condition8 of barter, because of the enormous trouble 
and WlIBte of time assooiated with bartering. The incon
venienoe of bartor should be fully explained. 

2. Explain how il i8 that the preciOlU fMial8 have been 
6tucted for Ihe purpoau Of ,naney. and why Gooernment6 mint 
Ihe metal8 "luted M munty in the form of MM. 

The an8wer ill contained on pages 71-3. 
3. Enunciate Gruham'6 law. 16 thi8 law in operalian 

u'hNl a .eigniorage i8 charged , 
The meaning of seigniorage ill expla.ined on page 74. 



CHAPTER XII 

<iREDIT MONEY AND BANKING 

Credit Money Classifted.-Broadly speaking, all money 
which has a face value greater than ita intrinsio 
value is credit money; because its acceptance is 

. dependent upon the credit of the Governments, or 
persons, who put it into circulation However, it 
is customary to confine the term to money which 
is not made of the standard metal. Credit money 
is ordinarily regarded as consisting of notes, token 
coins, and cheques. Bills of Exchange (see page 106) 
are used as media of exchange. but they are not 
commonly termed money. 

Notes may be either paper money issued by the 
QQvemment, or bank-notes. Bank-note. are engage
ments to pay bullion which are put into circulation 
by banks. They are, therefore, based on the credit 
of the banks issuing them. Token coin.! might be 
regarded as promissory notes of small denominations 
stamped on metal, except for the fact that, for 
convenience, they are made legal tender in limited 
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sums. At the present time, they are issued as a 
rule by Governments only. The silver and copper 
coins in England, and the nickel coins in America, 
Germany and elsewhere, are token coins. The 
nature and use of cheques will be f'xplained later. 

Governments which issue paper money should 
be scrupulously cartlful not to issue it in excess, 
lest holders of notes should find a difficulty in 
changing them for bullion. All paper for the 
rHdt'mption of which in bullion on demand no 
arrangements are made is tE'fmed incont,ertible, or 
irredeemable, paper money. There is little objection 
to irredeomabltl paper money, if its issue is 80 

string(1ntly limittld that neither troubltl nor expense 
i,; mot with iu getting it converted. If it 
iii not t'al'ily convertiblo, for obvious reasons it 
will dt'prt'('iate, that is to say the value at which 
it chang(ls bauds will become less than its face 
value. And its value may even become nothing, 
8S persons may fear that it will not be accepted 
by otbtlrs. 

Ill' this eonnexion it may be noted that it is 
not really necess<\'ry to have any coins made of the 
standard motal. All that is needed is seeured if 
token an.l paper money enn always be got, through 
b;Ulk~, for thtl standard metal, at a fixed rate; 
and if tho standard metal ean similarly be got, 
un ueman,l for notes and tokens, at the same rate. 
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In some coqntries little money made of the standard 
metal is used, and in a few the plan of coining 
none is being tried. The maintenance of a gold 
currency is naturally a great expense. 

CurrenCJ and Legal Tender.-Two terms have now 
to be explained, namely 'currency' and 'legal 
tender.' 

Currency is the name given to money which 
circulates, because in circulating it may be regarded 
as flowing or current. Money is said to circulate 
when it changes hands again and again. Notf:'s as 
well as coins are currency. By some people, the 
term -' currency ~ is applied only to money issued 
by Government. 

Legal tenilef' may be defined as all money which 
clln be offered in limited, or unlimited, quantities in 
full discharge of debts. All Government money is 
legal tender; and some of the money of which the 
issue is regulated by Government may be lega.l 
tender-such as Bank of England notes. An 
example of limi.ted legal tender in England is 
afforded by token money (which has an intrillllic 
value less than its face value). No person is com
pelled to take in discharge of a debt more than 
11. worth of copper coins or 21. of silver coins. 
These limitations protect creditors against forms 
of payment which are a nuisance; make it difficult 
for false coiners to pu~ many spurious token coins 
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into circulation; and check the over-issue of token 
money. 

The Cheque Syatem.-Cheques are not currency, 
because they hardly circulate at all. But they may 
be called money, if the term' money' is given a 
very wide signification; though it is less confusing 
to call them credit-substitutes for money. They 
are in fact orders issued by depositors in banks 
requiring their bankers to make specified payments. 
They depend for their value on the good faith of 
the persons drawing them (which means broadly 
the credit of these pers(~ms) and on the credit of 
the banks on which they are drawn, For many 
purposes cheques are more convenient to use than 
bank-notes. 

We shall now considt-r the economical Byatt-m 
of cancelling indebtedness by means of cheques. 
By moons of cheques, people can discharge their 
money obligations without using any coin at all, or 
or cilusing any to be used. If Jones and Smith bank 
at the same bank, a chequ'l drawn by Jones and 
paid to Smith, when passed into the bank, merely 
effects an alteration in the accounts of these two 
customers of the bank in its books. And if the 
two people bank at difIerent banks, the cheque 
can also be dealt with in such a way as to avoid 
the use of currency, through the agency of an 
inatitution known as a clearing house. 
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In a banker's clearing house tbe accounts of 
banks against one anotber are made up. Debts 
and credits are cancelled out against one anotber, 
as far as may be, and balances only are paid over. 

Thus, suppose tbere are two banks, A. and B., 
in the same town, and customen of A. have pre
sented cheques to custom en of B. for l,OOOl., while 
customers of B. bave presented cbeques to customcn 
of A. for 2,OOOl. In tbe clearing bouse the one debt 
is deducted from tbe other, so that it is merely the 
balance of 1,OOOl. whicb has to be actually paid. 
. If A. and B. are in different towns, they can be 

represented by agents at some central clearing 
house, where the Bame principle can be applied. 
Thus in England the clearing bouse in London is 
used as a central clearing house, while the local 
clearing houses, which are found in most large 
towns, are used for local business. 

Through the clearing-house system, an enormous 
economy of cash has been effected, and an enormous 
economy of. time. The clearing-house system has 
been adopted by businesses other than banks, for 
instance by railway companies. 

Functions ana Value of Banb.-Banks bring 
about great economy in the use of the precious 
metals in currencies, by issuing notes, when they are 
empowered to do so, and by instituting cheques. 
They also serve as places of deposit for people's 
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money, and as reservoirs from which loans may 
be made. 

By lending money, bankers place purchasing 
power in the hands of business men and thus 
provide capital for business. But much of the 
money lent can only be lent for short periods. For 
circumstances might at any moment give rise to 
a sudden withdrawal of deposits from banks, and 
bankers would then have to call in their loans. 
Howevor, the short loans of banks (which last long 
enough for trading purposes) allow capital which 
would otherwise have been used in trading to be 
locked up in industrial undertakings. 

The whole of the economy of an advanced 
community is bound up with its banking system. 
Only a fraction of the business of the world is 
now done without recourse to bankers' advances. 
This being so, the stability of banks, and their 
prudont and at the same time enterprising manage
ment, are essential to a country's prosperity. 

By the English Bank Act of 1844, the growth of 
note-issuing by banks was checked. A maximum 
issue, which roughly corresponded with the issue 
at the time, was laid down for each bank. Note
issuing on the part ~f banks established after 1844 
was not permitted. Moreover, it was provided that 
banks, on amalgamating with one another, should 
usually lose the whole, or a part, of any note-issue 
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that they might have had; though, in this event, 
the Bank of England was empowered to take over 
a proportion of the surrendered issue. Thus the Act. 
in effect, provided for a reduction of the quantity of 
bank·notes in circulation. 

But for the immense substitution of cheques for 
bank-notes in succeeding years, some modification 
of the Bank Act would have been essential. As 
it was, the Bank Act, in its bearing on the Bank of 
England, had to be temporarily set aside twice, in 
times of crisis, to enable the Bank of England to 
print more notes to satisfy a panic demand for cash. 

It is highly important that banks should keep 
such reserves of cash that there is no fear of their 
being unable to pay cash on the demand of their 
depositors. A certain amount of the reserve must be 
kept in the form of gold-seeing that much gold is 
used for cash at home, and that gold alone will s;.rve 
to discharge in cash any balances owing to traders 
in gold-using foreign countries. 

It has become customary for British Banh to 
deposit a large part of their reserves with the Bank 
of England; and leave it to the Bank of England 
to settle how much to keep in the fonn of gold. ~o 

England has, to a large extent, a one·reserve systi'm. 
The custom has come about owing to the prestige 
and peculiar position of the Bank of England. The 
Bank of England, which was founded in IG94, is not 
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a Government institution. But it is understood that 
its position is one of special responsibility; and it is 
presumed that, whenever needful, the Government 
would act 80 as to lend it support. 

QUESTIONS (WITH HINTS J'OB SOLUTION) 

I. Cla88ify 1M mrio1U forma of money, wing the term 
• money , in iUI broadut llnut, and defi:M • currmcy , and • legal 
knder.' 

2. Indicate the manner in which indebttdneu can be can· 
cdWl by mea,.. of cheqUt.'l, without the lUIS oj currmcy. Do any 
admntagu accrue to the community frOTn the cheque Bylltem ., 

All reg&rda the BOOond part of the question, these points 
should be made: (I) Th&t the cheque is a convenient form 
uf payment in ma.ny cases, through whioh the trouble and 
insoourity involved in oarrying cuin about may be avoided ; 
and (~) that the larger the proportion of the payments made 
by cheque, tho smaller is the quantity of coin needed in a 
cuuntry, 80 that the country savee tho 0081. of the metal, 
and the OUBt of the minting, of the extra coins which would 
be needed if cheques did not exist. It must be argued that 
bank·notes could not be expected fully to take the place of 
cheques, if the latter disappeared, because bank·notes can 
only be issued in fixed denuminations. wherea.a cheques can 
be drawn for a.ny amount. I can draw a cheque, for example, 
for 51.17 •. lid.; but no Government would dream of issuing 
bank notes of such an amount, though it might issue both 
51. notes a.nd 6l. notes. 

3. Indioote the par' playtd by bankll ~nder modem condi. 
tio1l1l. What if l1IfQ1tt by/he Bane Ruerw , Why wa ruerw 
ntce&ary , 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE PUROHASING POWER OJ' MONEY 

WE have now to consider how the purchasing power 
of money is determined. 

The purc~asing power of money has reference 
to the number of things that a unit of money will 
buy. Purchasing power is said to be high when a 
unit of money will buy a great deal! and low when 
it will buy only a little. Evidently. high purchasing 
power of money means low prices. and vice versa. 
For. when a sovereign buys a lot. each thing must 
sell for less than it will fetch when a sovereign buys 
only a little •. 

Theory 01 the Purchasing Power 01 Money.
Broadly put. the theory of the purchasing power 
of money-sometiznes called the quantity theory 
of money-declares that purchasing powe-r is high 
(and price. are low) when there is little money. and 
that purchasing-power is low (and prices are high) 
when there is much 'TTUYfIey. if the supply of pur
chasable things is about the same in the two cases. 
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The truth of this theory of money has been 
demonstrated, again and again, by experience. For 
instance, at the time of the important discoveries of 
new-gold mines about the middle of the nineteenth 
century, prices rose in gold-using countries. The 
reason was that more gold coins were minted when 
there was more gold, while the number of things to 
be bought did not increase. So there was more 
money to buy a given quantity of things with, 
and prices consequently had to rise. Again, it has 
been observed more than once that prices rise in 8. 

beleaguered town. The explanation is that the 
store of things in the town gets used up, so that day 
after day there is less to buy, though the money in the 
town to do the buying remains as it was originally. 

Explanation of the Theory.-To put this theory 
of money more precisely, le~ us take an imagi. 
llary case in which the sole kind of coin in use 
is the sovereigu. And let us suppose that all 
exchanging is conducted with sovereigns, that 
no credit is given, and that no sovereigns are 

. saved up. Then the quantity of exchanging to be 
done over a gj.ven period must be one item in the 
explanation of the purchasing power of money. 
The quanWy Of rnoney must be another item; and 
the frequency with which money changes hands in 
effecting exchanges over the given period must 
be another. 
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The frequency with which money changes hands 
in a given time, to make ~urchases, is called 
its rapidity Of circulation. Thus, suppose I pay 
my grocer a sovereign; and the same day he uses 
the sovereign to pay a plumber's bill; and the 
plumber, before the day is out, buys a pair of 
boots with the sovereign. Then, in the one day, 
the sovereign in question has changed hands 
three times, and bought three sovereigns' worth 
of goods and services in consequence. So we say 
that its rapidity of circulation was three on that 
day. Let us assume that it is possible to speak 
of the average rapidity of circulation of money 
as a whole; and thus escape the trouble caused by 
the fact that one sovereign might change hands 
more frequently, in a given period, than another 
sovereign. 

By • quantity of exchanging to be done' is 
meant the sum of the values of the exchanges to 
be effected, expressed as a multiple of the exchange 
value of some article. Thus let the price of a peck 
of wheat be the unit. Tnen the sale of a peck of 
wheat counts as one unit of exchange; and the sale 
of a horse, when a horse is worth 1,000 pecks of 
wheat, counts as 1,000 units of exchange. 

Now the money in existence to do the money 
work (that is buying up the things to be bought) 
must just effect its object, in view of competition. 
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So the solution of the problem of the purchasing 
power of money, in the simple case imagined, is as 
follows. The quantity of exchanging to be done 
in a year, say, divided by the figure obtained when 
we multiply the number of sovereigns in use by their 
average rapidity of circulation in a year, yields the 
purchasing power of the sovereign. It will be seen 
that allowance can easily be made for hoarding. 

Evidently, then, the following statements are 
truo. If the quantity of money increases, other 
things being as before (namely, in this case, the 
rapidity of circulation of money and the quantity 
of exchanging to be done), prices will rise. If the 
rapidity of circulation of money increases, its 
quantity remaining as before and also the amount 
of exchanging to be done, prices will rise. But if 
t,hore is on increase in the quantity of exchanging 
to bo done, and the quantity of money and its 
rapidity of circulation remain unaltered, prices 
will fall. 

Supply 01 Gold CoinB.-The question of the 
supply of gold coins must next receive some atten
tion. The supply depends on the amount of gold 
which is milled; the amount which remains of what 
lUlU previously been mined; and the proportion of 
the supply of golt!. which is used for purposes other 
tholl money, or in the arts, as it is commonly 
expressed. 
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We shall first notice the principles according to 
which gold is distributed between the currency and 
ornamental and other uses in the arts. We still 
assume, for convenience of exposition, that the only 
coin is the BOvereign. which contains about J U of 
an ounce of gold. And let us assume that people 
may melt down sovereigns if they lik&-e.s actually 
they may-and that the Government will freely 
and gratuitously coin anybody's gold bullion into 
sovereigns for him. 

In this ease the purchasing power of the sovereign 
(thai is how "many things it will buy) must equal 
its exchange value 8.S a piece of gold (that is, the 
number of things that it will exchange for as a 
piece of bullion). In other words, the sovereign 
must buy just itt of an ounce of gold. If it would 
buy more gold than this, people would get some of 
their gold ornaments, and other things made of 
gold, coined into sovereigns, and devote less gold in 
the future to the arts. They would do this, which 
we suppose to be possible, because their gold would 
have higher value in the form of sovereigns than 
in other ,forms. Correspondingly, if a sovereign 
would buy less than an ounce of gold, it would pay 
to transform some sovereignll into articles made 
of gold-and we suppose that is possible. 

Clearly, then, gold gets so distributed between 
the currency and the arts that the purchasing 
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power of a sovereign equals the exchange value 
of the weight of gold contained in it. 

Now we have to a5\, What settles the amount of 
new suppliell of gold 1 It is sufficient to say that there 
will be a tendency to mine gold in such quantities 
that the supply price of the amount of gold contained 
in a sovereign will be a sovereign. If getting 
a sovereign's worth of gold cost . more than a 
sovereign, the mining of gold would temporarily 
coase. But if, on the contrary, a sovereign'S worth 
of gold cost much less than a sovereign, enterprise 
in gold-mining would be stimulated and the output 
of gold would increase. It remains to add that the 
amount of gold produced each year is obviously 
governed to some extent by the rate at which the 
existing stock of gold wears out. 

Of course, when the standard of value is not gold 
but silver, as it is in some countries, the above 
theory holds, but the term • silver' must be 
Buhstituted for • gold.' 

Eftect of Credit on the Purchasing Power 01 Money. 
-We may bring our account of the theory of 
the purchasing. power of money a stage nearer 
reality by allowing for the effect of credit. The 
bulk of exchanging in the modern world is effected 
by means of credit. The instruments of credit 
aro notes, cheques, bills of exchange, and token 
monE'y. EvidE'ntly, when credit money is added 
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to other existing money, the quantity of media of 
exchange is increased. Hence the purchasing power 
of money is reduced; and consequently some gold 
is driven from the currency into the arts. 

The effect of credit on the purchasing power of 
money may be observed, as a rule, when trade gets 
unusually brisk. At such a time there is a tendency 
for more credit instruments to be created, because 
more bills of exchange are created and discounted, 
and more loans are obtained from banks which 
enable more cheques to be drawn. But the number 
of things produced is not likely to be correspondingly 
increased. So prices ris&-that is to say, the pur
chasing power of money falls. It must be added, 
however, that the rise in prices, when trade is 
brisk, is partly due to the fact that money shares in 
the greater activity and circulates more rapidly. 

On the other hand, when trade is depressed the 
supply of credit instruments shrinks, and the cir
culation of money becomes sluggish. So prices 
fall- that is to say, the purchasing power of 
money rises. 

Appreciation and Depreciation of lIoney.-Money 
is said to appreciate when its purchasing power 
rises. It is said to depreciate when its purchasing 
power falls. .AJJ we have seen, if the quantity 
of money remains fixed, an increased supply 
of purchasable things causes an appreciation 
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of money, and a dl'crearied supply of purchasaLle 
things a depreciation of money. Likewise, if the 
quantity of purchaAable things remains fixed, an 
iIJ(~rease of lllonClY causes depreciation of money 
and a decrease of money appreciation of money. 

Variations in the purchasing power of money 
are mellRured by IIleans of index numbers of general 
1Jrtces. These are numbers in each of which the 
prict's of numerous things are averaged. 

QUKgTION~ (WITII "HolTS FOR SOLUTION) 

1. Trela in ddail the 'jJ'ect of the dj,wlJery ofnWl gold
}I,/d .• u pvn tilt general lClod of priU8. 

Aft<>r pointing out that the new gold-fieldd will not be 
worked UIII""" the coat of g~tting gold from them is no greater 
tlltm the cost of getting gold from min~8 already worked. 
tho student .llOuld go on to d"Dlonstrn.te,-by f'xpountling tho 
qUllntity theory of mon~y, that any new supplies of gold 
would ~au"" pri" .... to rise in oountries u8ing gold for money. 

2. I/aw 'of ;1 /lult the price of gold i .. the U .. iled Ki'l{jdom 
1le''tT bem",es ol'preri'lf.iy m&e (W leS8 /h,m 31. 17,. !ld. an 
ou'I!(t ? 

This qUf'stion i" 1I11~w('r"d ill the above chapter, on 
puges 74 and DO. 

3. W ou/d the Itd,i", introf/urtion of the cheqtle sy~tnn i .. lo 
a WU1Itry, ifl ,,·hich chequUI "'<ere not pren:oU81y 'l/.8ed, caU8e 

ol'preciatiun (tT d'l>reciation of money! 
To givo ,\ full "nRwer to this quostion it is neceSSAry to 

I'xpl...in tho m"al1lng of appreciation and d"'preciation. in 
c<>nJlt'ct.;ul\ wilh mOllt'Y, and al.v to explain tht> cheque 
"y,"km. An o\ltlulO of t.b.) correct answer will be found on 
pllg,,~ 90-:1 n bove. 



CHAPTER XIV· 

INTERNATIONAL TRADB 

TRADE at home, and the settlement of the rates 
of exchange between things at home, have already 
been explained. Nevertheless, an independent 
examination of international trade must be made, 
because labour and capital flow much lesa readily 
between country and country than between different 
parts of the same country. 

In consequence of thia relative immobility of 
labour and capital internaiionally, an industry 
may be carried on much less economically in one 
country than in another country. For there 
may be a relative dearth of capital or suitable 
labour in the one country. U the two places were 
two parts of the same- country, instead of two 
countries, labour and capital would be so distributed 
between them that neither place would suffer 
from such a dearth of either labour or capital. 
Where, for instance, there was a relative dearth 
of capital, its earnings· would be unusually high; 
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and by its unusually high earnings more capital 
would be attracted. 

International Immobility 01 Labour and CapitaL
Workmen are reluctant to emigrate to foreign 
countries for many reasons. There may be the 
difficulties of learning new languages. And people 
do not like to be severed from their countrymen. 
Moreover they are apt to be repelled by the man
ners and cnstoms of a. foreign people, which are 
strange to them. They know they will feel foreign 
in a foreign country, and fear that as foreign they 
will be isolated. The Englishlllan wants to remain 
an Englishman, for reasons which he cannot always 
express clearly; and also because he finds it pleasanter 
to live under the social conditions which governed 
his up-bringing and to which he has grown accus
tomed. Some races are much more adaptable than 
others; but, generally speaking, people cling to 
their national homes like limpets to rocks, whatever 
tlwir race. It scarcely need be added that, as a 
rule, the checks on the world migrations of labour 
are least as b(\tween a country and its colonies i 
and that they are relatively inconsiderable as 
between two countries one of which has originated 
as an off-shoot from another, as the United States 
has from England, ~o that there is some identity of 
racilLI characteristics and a sharing in a common past. 

Int.ernationally, capital is not so immobile as 
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labour, but it is comparatively immobile neverthe
less. Many capitalists are timid about investing in 
industries abroad. Theyare unwilling to place their 
m0!ley where they cannot watch its use, and under 
laws and customs with which they are unfamiliar. 
But improved credit, the spread of information and 
increased travel (which is breaking down interna
tional distrust) have endowed capital with an enor
mous access of mobility in the last half century . 

• Difterencee between Comparative ValU81 cause 
Foreign Trade.-Two nations cannot enter upon an 
enduring trade with one another unless the com
parative value. of thing. in ths one country differ 
from the comparative f)alue. of the .ame thing. in the 
other country. By comparative f)alues is meant the 
ratios between the values of things. 

This doctrine can 1?e proved by examining II. 

single simplified case. We shall imagine, for 
convenience, that there is no cost of carriage, and 
that the two countries considered, say England 
and Germany, have the same kind of money. 

Before intercourse is opened, let this' be the 
state of affairs :-

England produces wheat at ll. a quarter; 
" " blankets at 2l. a pair. 

Germany produces wheat at 2l. a quarter; 
" " blankets at 4l. a pair. 

Now, if our doctrine be true, no enduring trade 
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should result when intercourse is opened between 
England and Gennany, because the ratio of ll. to 21. 
is identical with that of 21. to 41. Trade will begin, 
but will Boon come to an end altogether .. 

Let us trace what will happon. England, clearly, 
will export both wheat and blankets, because she 
produces both at a cost much less than the price 
she can get for them in Gennany. And England 
will import nothing but money (gold bullion) from 
Germany. The level of prices will, therefore, rise 
in England and fall ill Germany, because supplies 
of money will have been increased in England and 
decreased in Germany. Finally, wheat will cost, 
say, a little less than ll. 88. in England and a little 
more in Gennany; while blankets will cost a 
little less. than 2l. 16s. in England and a. little 
more in Germany. Then trade will cease entirely. 
For, if it proceeded farther, and more money came 
to England (1:10 that English costs were not appre
ciably below German costs), English merchants 
would not get sufficient profit out of exporting to 
make it worth while. 

Next suppose that the initial state of atJairs is 
different. Take it that these are the facts :

England produces wheat at ll. per quarter; 
" "blankets at 11. per pair. 

Germany produces wheat at 11. 48. per quarter; 
" " blankets at ll. 16s. per pa.ir. 

B 
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Then, for a time, as before, Germany imports 
both wheat and blankets and exports money. But 
the time soon comes, as a result of the passage 
of money from Germany to England, when wheat 
costs, say, a little less than 11. 2,. in England 
and a little more in Germany; while blankets cost, 
say, a little less than 11. 2,. in England but a little 
more than 11. 13,. in Germany. Then England 
will cease to export wheat, but will continue the 
profitable trade of exporting blankets. So yet 
more money will come to England. In consequence 
of this, the English costs both of wheat and blankets 
reach the figure of 11. 48., suppose. But, meanwhile, 
costs will have fallen in Germany (which has 
lost money by exporting it) to, say, ll. for wheat 
and ll. 10,. for blankets. Under these conditions, 
not only must it pay England to export blankets 
(which cost ll. 48. a pair at home and can be sold 
in Germany for It 108. a pair), but it must also pay 
Germany to export wheat (which cost ll. a quarter at 
home and can be sold in England for ll. 4,. a quarter). 
Here at last are the conditions of enduring trade. 

Thus we discover that permanent foreign trade is 
oabsed by differences between comparative values, 
which mean any differences that appear when the 
ratios between the values of things in ODe country 
are compared with the ratios between their values 
ill another country. 
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Extent 01 Foreign Trade.-We have learnt from 
these examplos when lasting foreign commerce 
may be expected and when it may not. But we 
have not learnt how its amount will be settled in 
the simplified circumstances imagined above. This 
we now proceed to consider. 

~Iorchants in both countries would go on in
creasing the annual amount of trade until it no 
long~r paid them to do so, in view of the changes 
which the additional trade brought about in the 
values of the two commodities in the two countries. 
It would no longer pay them to do so when further 
trade brought comparative values so close to one 
another that the dIfference between them would 
not be sufficient to remunerate the trader. The 
annual amount of trade, then, would become such 
an amount as brought comparative values to this 
position. 

That comparative values can be brought to 
this position, the reader may assume. But, if he 
or she is curious to understand why, the following 
remarks will be found to contain the gist of the 
reason. After foreign trade has started, costs of 
production in the two trading countries will almost 
cf\rtainly be affected. For each country will 
enlarge one of the industries in question and reduce 
the other; and it is not likely that both industries 
will, in each country, be subject to constant returns 

B2 
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(see page 86), so that production in either industry 
in either country is equally economical whether the 
output is large or small. Besides, if the amount 
of trade per year became large enough, one of the 
industries would shrink to nothing in one of the 
countries; and, further, the other industry plight 
shrink to nothing in the other country. 

In the simple examples taken above we have left 
out cost of carriage and any import and export 
duties (commonly called tariffs) that there might 
be. But their introduction does not alter the 
character of the problem of foreign trade. Still, 
to be quite exact, .in defining comparative values, 
we must allow for cost of carriage to ,onsumers 
and also tariffs, where there are any. Nor does 
the introduction of more countries and more 
commodities alter the essential character of the 
problem, though it makes it more complex. The 
principles of the solution of the problem of foreign 
trade, in all its actual complexity, are furnished in 
the treatment of our simplified case above. 

It is worth while noticing how very s6ldom it 
happens that the production of anything is confined 
to one country alone. If England exports a com
modity to France which is not produced in France, 
it will usually happen that some third country, with 
which both England and France trade, will produce 
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it also. The cases in which a country has a monopoly 
in the production of anything are limited. Almost 
always the exporter has to compete, in the market 
of a foreign country. with the home products of that 
country. or with the products from a third country. 

QUESTIONS (WITH HINTS FOB. SOLUTION) 

1. 1, " correct to 6ay lhallabour and capital are ab80lutely 
immobile inUrnatioruUl!l' WAIU bearing, if any, 1ta8 1M 
immobility of labour and capital intemationally on costa of 
production in differem placu , 

In dealing with the BeClond part of the question, it should 
be pointed out thAt the geographical immobility of the 
footora in production checks their movement to the plooes 
where they would be most highly remunerated. Conse· 
quently the costs of production of not a few things are higher 
in lome ploo8s than they would be otherwise. When we 
speak of higher costs of production in this case, of course 
we mean higher oosts on the MBumption that the general 
purchasing.power of money remains as before. This should 
be indicated. 

2. Fully expound 1M doctrine whieA affirm.4 that an eMurillg 
Joreigrl trtUk cannot arise betwem al'Y tu'O counlriu unless 
there is a difference between ccmpamtive valuu. 

To begin with, oomparative values must be defined. 
3. Wauld a reduction in the cOllI of tra7l8pOl'tation, and 1M 

removal Of all i",pore dutit.!, caU8. an i"creall' or decrtme in 
1M quantily Of for~ign trade' 

The answer to this question should be worked out ill 
detail; and it would be a useful exercise to construct some 
numerical exampll'B to illustrate it. The kf'y to the answer 
is that there would be greater differences between com· 
parative values, whioh set foreign trade on foot, if the oharges 
referred to wero reduoed or removed. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE BALANCE OF TRADE AND THE FOREIGN 

EXCHANGES 

Relation between Import, and ~.-Do exports, 
and exports only, pay for imports? In the long 
run they must, when all goods and services, apart 
from gifts, loans and interest on loans, are in
cluded, if people do not fail to meet their O'urrent 
obligations. 

This is merely to say that in the long run people's 
expenditure must equal the value of the goods that 
they get, apart from gifts, loans and interest on loans, 
if they do not fail to pay their bills. But, of course, 
the va.lue of what a person buys or hires anyone 
year need not equal the payments that he makes in 
that year, because of the existence of credit. Under 
a. strict .system of cash on delivery, there would, 
however, be exact correspondence at all times 
between a person's receipts in goods and his pay
ments for them. 

It must be carefully noticed that gifts, loans and 
interest on loans, have been excepted in the iitate-
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ment above. Gifts (which, obviously, are not paid 
for) come into a country from people's relatives and 
friends who have gone to reside abroad. Most of the 
gifts may take the form of money; but the money 
is spent on goods, and the country which has sent 
the money must ultimately meet the obligations 
represented by the money and export goods of like 
value. Debts, and interest on them, are also in the 
form of money; but, similarly, the money is an 
earnest of goods to come. 

We must not, however, jump to the conclusion 
that, apart from gifts, loans and interest on loans, 
there must be correspondence, in the long run, be
tween those imports and exports which officials can 
watch and record in statistics. To expect this would 
be as unreasonable as to expect correspondence be
tween a person's expenditure and the tangible things 
that enter his house. There could not be such cor
respondence. because. in addition to buying things 
that come into their houses. people hire services. and 
spend money on meals and other things when away 
from home. Similarly, many economic goods are 
exchanged between people of different countries 
which are not visibly carried into and out 
of countries. Such unrecorded goods (including 
services) are known technically as ~nvisible imports 
and exports. 

The officially unrecorded goods and services 
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provided for Frenchmen, say, by foreign countries 
are as follows :-

1. Unrecorded valuables which enter France 
by post. 

2. The goods and services which are not directly 
imported, but are provided for Frenchmen out of 
France. The bala.nce of tra.de means the balance of 
economic obligations conferred by different nations, 
through their memben, upon one another, wherever 
they are. The Frenchman on a visit to London is 
still a constituent part of the French nation. Again, 
there is the provisioning .of French ships abroad. 

s. Services done for France which are not 
recorded in the statistics of things imported by 
France. For example, the sea-carriage done by 
English ships for French account, and any agency 
'and financial work .done in a foreign country for 
French account. 

The figures of English trade show a large 
balance of imports, because England has made 
enormous investments abroad, and earns a fortune 
annually for agency and financial work and shipping 
services. 

Effects 01 Foreign Loans on Importa and Exports. 

-A few words may be said here of the efI~ts of 
foreign loans, to show that we are right in regarding 
a loan made to a foreign Government, or a foreign 
business, as a loan of goods. 
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The loan is first made in money, -but the money 
is borrowed to be spent. Suppose tpat people in 
England invest 1,000,0001. in Australian industries. 
Then we may say that England has lent 1,000,0001. 
to Australia. The level of prices is raised in Australia 
in consequence; and it will not be restored to the 
normal level till the money has left Australia. It 
will leave Australia to pay for the balance of imports 
caused by thtl" high level of prices. 

These additional imports, on the part of 
Australia, may come from anywhere.. But if they 
come from any other country than England, that 
other country will be so placed, with its extra money· 
got in payment for them, that its exports will be 
checked and its imports stimulated. Finally, by 
direct or roundabout trade, the normal level of 
the world's prices must bo recovered through an 
additional exportation of l,OOO,OOOl. of goods from 
England. Exports from England are encouraged, 
till this happens, in consequence of tho low level to 
which pric(ls there must have been reduced by the 
1,000,0001. loan. So we see that in effect, directly 
or indirectly, England has lent Australia 1,000,0001. 
Wurth of goods ill lending her 1,000,0001. 

Likewise, when the loan is repaid, if it is ever 
repaid, it is repaid ultimately in goods,-trans
parenUy not in the same goods, but in other goods 
of the same value. 
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A similar portrayal of interest payments will 
reveal that. they, too, are in effect payments 
in goods, though they are made through the 
medium of money. . 

The Foreign Exchangea.-8ince the currency 
of one country will not serve as money in another 
country, most payments in foreign trade are made 
through the medium of bills of exchange. 

Bills oj Exchange may be regarded as signed 
promises to make certain payments for goods, or 
services, received. They are said to be drawn by the 
people to whom the money is owing and accepted 
by those who owe the money. They are used in 
both the home and the foreign trade. When drawn 
on people abroad, they are known as foreign bills. 
A bill may be payable at sight, or after a certain 
period. A bill payable after a certain period is said 
to attain maturity when the time arrives for its 
payment. It is.said to be discounted on being sold, 
before it attains maturity, for what it will fetch. 

The advantage of using bills in the foreign trade 
is that, by means of them, many debts can be can
celled out against each other; so that a great deal of 
carriage of bullion to and fro is avoided. Thus the 
bill drawn by Schmidt of Berlin on Jones of London 
for 10,OOOl. can be bought by Schulze of Leipzig, 
and used by him to pay a debt of 10,OOOl. owing 
to Robinson of Manchester. In this case, everybody 
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i~ paid when Robinson has collected the 10,OOOl. 
from Jones, directly or indirectly. 

When in any country the demand for foreign 
bills exceeds the supply, their price rises. In the 
opposite case it falls. But, apart from exceptional 
circumstances, the price of a bill payable at sight 
can never depart from its face value by more than 
the cost of sonding the bullion representing its face 
value. If it did, it would pay to ship bullion. The 
limits to fluctuations in the prices of bills are known 
as the upper and lower specie points. 

When the prices of bills at sight rise above 
par value, that is their face value in bullion, they are 
said to be a t a premium. '''nen they fall below par 
value thpy are said to be at discount. 

Aftor t.he cancella tion of as much indebtedness 
as can be cancelled out by means of foreign bills 
of exchange, tho ultimate balance of indebtedness 
mUllt bo discharged hy means of bullion. 

Ql'E~TIONS (WITH HINTS FOB SOLUTION) 

1. Show how fOreign bills Of t:cchange are !Ued Jur the di8· 
charge Of intenla/ional j,,,I,bt .. dnf88,, and e.rplain 1M statement 
that the ultimate di8c.harge Of the balance oJ indebtedness against 
a country can be. effected only b!J "leans oJ buUicm. 

As N'g.tnls the secout! part of the question, it is to be noted 
that tho curr"noy of one country is of no use 88 money in 
1l11other country. C<Jnsequently. for international payments, 
bullion haa to take the place of CllrJ'ell(,Y. 
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2. Illunip billa were noI tuecI, tMaI tDOUld be lAc ",td' 
If foreign bille were not UIIed, bullion would have to take 

their place. Coll8equently more bullion would be needed 
for oarrying on foreign trade, and there would be IeeI bullion 
to use for coinage and in the art& Henoe, in each country, 
the value of bullion in the arta would rise, and the purohaein& 
power of money would rise, beoauae there would be Ires money. 
Aleo it should be noticed that it would be more oostly to 
oarry on foreign trade, if more bullion had to be employed 
in its conduct; and that. consequently, foreign trade would 
be to lOme extent disoouraged. 

3. Ducribe aM claMify ",MlMI! boom". i"tMible imparl8 
and uporl8, and accou1lllur lAc "'" 01 lAc term • i"tMible' i. 
thiB ccmn.e:riml. 

Invisible imports and exports are not neoeuarily intan· 
gible things. which oannot be seen. They are called invisible 
because, 80 to Bpea.k, they are invisible to the offioial eye, in 
that they oaDDot easily be reoorde4 in offioiallltatistioa. 

.. Trau i. detail lAc ~1!td "po!' BritiBA lur. Irutk 01 
lAc a""ual paymen.l 10 GreGI Britai71 01 i~ em lAc loaM 
whiM 8M Au fIIfJdc 10 RJI"iou8 parl6 01 lAc tourld. 

This question can be anawered by applying the reasoning 
contained in the 1OO0nd section of the ohapter above (pagel! 
l~). . 



CHAPTER XVI 

RENT 

Distribution 01 Wealth.-That part of economics 
which explains the earnings of the several factors 
in production is called the economics of distribution. 
Some people are born wealthy, while others achieve 
wealth. The economics of distribution does not 
aim primarily at showing how, by laws of inherit
ance or otherwise, it is made easier or more difficult 
to be born wealthy. It aims primarily at showing 
why a man's income from his invested wealth is 
what it is ; and wpy his earnings are what they are. 
The economics of distribution, we may say, accounts 
for the sharing of the wealth produced by a com
munity among the agents, or the owners of the 
agents, which have been active in its production. 

The commonly recognized agents, or factors, in 
production are land, and other natural agents, 
labour and capitnl. The payment for land is 
usually called rent. The payment for labour is 
called wage!> or earnings of management, according 
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to the nature of the Ldlour; and the payment 
for the loan of capital is called interest. These 
payments must now be explained. 

We shall begin with payment for land. This, as 
has been said above and as we all know, is commonly 
called rent. But it must be remembered that in 
economics the rent of land means only that part 
of the gross payment for land which is made for 
the land alone, apart from any payment for the 
capital invested in it. 

Why is a high rent paid for Bome land and a 
low rent for other land, apart from any payment 
for capital_invested in it? Because Bome land is 
fertile, or well placed, and other land is relatively 
unfertile, or ill placed. With a view to making 
it quite clear that this is the correct answer, some 
simple cases will have to be examined. 

Fertility Benl-Take the case of farming in 
a particular country, and suppose that the location 
of a farm does not matter and that only wheat is 
grown. The value of land per acre, nevertheless, 
will not be the same for all plots, because of the 
diversities between plots in respect 6f fertility. All 
land cannot be equally fertile. A "limited quantity 
will have a very high degree of fertility, a certain 
amount will be less richly endowed with fertility, 
and some of the land will be hardly cultivable, if 
cultivable at all." 
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Ranging the land of the country according to 
its fertility, lot us call the best land quality A, 
and the next bost quality B, and the other land 
qualities C, D, E, and so on, according to its degree 
of inferiority. 

Now imagine population to be so thin that all 
the land of the highest quality, namely quality A, 
is not demanded. In these circumstances, farmers 
would pay little or nothing for their farm land. If 
the owners of the farms tried to exact any sub· 
stantial land rent, their efforts would be fl1lstrated . 
by the owners of other land of quality A which 
was not being farmed. Farmers would have the 
option of moving to the virgin soil. They would lose 
littlo ill doing so, because the land to which they 
moved would bo as fertile as the land from which 
they retired. The owners of the unoccupied land 
of quality A woul(l welcome the farmers, and accept 
them as tenants for an insignificant land rent, 
becauso the alternative would be to do notLing with 
the lanll and get nothing for it. 

Next suppose such a growth of population that 
the whole of the" best land is tilled and recourse 
must be had to tho socond best land, that is land of 
quality B. Instantly, when land B comes into culti· 
vation, tho best land will begin to bear a rent. The 
amount of this rent will be such as to equalize the 
net earnings of two farmers of equal efficiency and 
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industry, having normal access to capital, the one 
of whom farms land of quality A and the other land 
of quality B. That is to say, the rent of the best 
land will be the whole of the value of the extra 
advantages which it possesses in its superior fertility. 

The extra advantages of any land, over the 
worst land.in use, are called differential advantages, 
because they make a difference between land values. 
The worst land in use is known as the land of 
marginal fertility, and all superior land as land of 
super-marginal fertility. It is also said that the 
margin of cultivationfalla when land comes into use 
which is inferior to the worst previously used. 

The best land will be more intensively cultivated 
(that is to say more capital and labour will be used 
in working it) when the land of secondary quality· 
comes into cultivation. This is a significant point 
which must not be lost sight of. A farmer who 
can get only a limited quantity of the richest land, 
and must have recourse to inferior soil, will apply 
more labour and capital than it received before to 
the superior soil, at the same time that he applies 
labour and capital to the fresh land which is inferior. 
He will do so because it will pay him to work 
different kinds of land to such degrees of intensity 
respectively that their .marginal returns (meaning 
the additions made to the retums through the last 
units of expenditure devoted to working them) will 
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be equal. Here we have another example of the 
law of substitutIOn or equi-marginal returns, which 
is fully dealt with on pages 11-14 and 83-4. 

If population still advanced, so that the margin of 
cultivation dropped again and fanning covered land 
of third-rate quality, the land of secondary quality 
would begin to bear a rent. This rent would be 
determined exactly in the same way as the rent of 
the best land was detennined in the case already 
diHcussed. The land of secondary quality would, in 
its turn, be worked more intensively than it had 
been before. And the best land would be cultivated 
yet more intensively, and its rent would rise. The 
rent of the very best land woulJ now be settled by 
reference to earnings on third-rate land (the new 
marginal land). just as it had been settled previously 
by reference to earnings on second-rate land. 

Eftecta 01 Progress.-The fact that, as time flows 
on, and population increases, if it does, the price 
of food does not rise as a rule, is not inconsistent 
with the foregoing. There is a retarding influence, 
namoly economic progress (see page 3.3). Inven
tions and productive improvements punctuate the 
passage of time. The control exercised by nature 
over man, through decreasing returns, is eternally 
evaded through progress, and man's control over 
nature becomes mOle complete. Progress may 
teach how intractable soil can be persuaded to 
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yield abundant . harvests. Arid it is not always 
t,he~land which turns out best ultimately which is 
worked first. Moreover, time brings development 
in the means of transport, which makes distant 
lands more accessible. 

The. Worst Land may :Bear a ReIlL-Let us now 
imagine that all the land has come into culti
vation, and that there is still demand for more land, 
so that recourse would be had to yet worse land 
than the worst in the country, if such land were to 
be found. It does not follow, however, that no 

_ more food can be obtained. Although the importa
tion of food may be impossible, it is possible to raise 
additional supplies of food in the country by more 
intensive cultivation. All the land, therefore, will 
be more intensively cultivated, that is to say more 
labour and cap1tal will be applied to the land per 
acre. The result of this more intensive cultivation 
will be that the worst land will bear a r~t, while 
the rents of the superior lands will rise. 

Why will the worst land pay a rent? As' popu
lation became denser, the demand for food would 
rise. And as, in the circumstances supposed, nature 
could only be enticed by increasingly lavish outlays 
of labour and capital to yield additional food, the 
price of food would rise. This rise ip. the price 
of food would place farmers in a relatively better 
position than before, even in respect of much of 
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the work done by them on the worst land. Then 
the competition for land would become keener; 
and would, obviously, bring it about that the value 
of the improved relative position of the farmer 
would have to be paid over to the landlord in the 
shape of rout. 

Furtunately, the world is not in such a position 
as yet (and probably never will be) that the worst 
land in the worst position has any present value. 
There is plonty of land to be had in the thinly 
peopled parts of the world. The fact that this 
unworked land is far removed from the centres 
with the greatest density of population brings it 
about that land in proximity to those centres bears 
a high situational rent, the determination of which 
we shall consider soon. 

The important question of the bearing of rent 
on the price of natural products must be reserved 
for the next chapter. 

QUESTIONS {WITlI HINTS )'OR SOLUTION} 

1. What uxruU be' the eired on rent if population increased 
wn8iJt'1'aUy in a u'ell-populated tountry and the importation Of 

Cl{Jf'icultllral product8 W<l8 prerented' 
As population grew, land less suitable for agricultural 

ami other purposes would have to be brought into use. 
Consoquently the rent of the other land in use would rise. 
Tills should be shown in detail. Finally a few words should 
be said to show that the rise in rent might be oheoked or 

12" 
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stopped, for. a time at any rate, by improvementa whioh 
rendered leu 8uitable land more IUitabIe. 

2. Define 1M lolWwi1l4 IermI tiM indtazu thei, U8U:
Dtffel'emtal .Advantagu .. MargiflGl Fertuity .. 8upeN7IlJrgiflGl 
Fertuity; the Margin 01 CVltiva/ton. 

3. Under w1aat COfIdition.t mig1at it eornc about tAat tin 
appreciable rem would haw to be paid lor all land , 

The point raised in thiB qll(.iltion is diBoU8lled in the oon· 
cluding 8eOtion of the ohapter above. 



CIIAPTER XVII 

RENT (CONTINUBD) AND AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS 

Situational Rent.-Even were all farming subsis
tence farming, the locality of some farms would 
be preferable to that of others. And locality be
comes of immense importance when people farm, 
not merely, or exclusively, for subsistence, but 
with a view to selling their produce. For, when 
they have to sell their produce, in selecting a farm, 
they m1L~t take into account, not only the expense 
of carrying what is needed to the farm, but also 
the expense of carrying their produce to market. 

Take two parcels of land of the same size which 
are equally fertile, and suppose that one parcel is 
the most inconveniently placed of all the land of 
that quality in· the country which is used. An 
extra rent will obviously be paid for the parcel 
of land in the more favourable locality: and 
the amount of this excess will, as obviously, be 
governed by the total value of the land's situa
tioUl.l advantages .. 
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The rent of building sites depends almost exclu
sively upon the relative situational advantages of 
different sites_ 

It may be noted in this connexion that land 
will tend to be put to its most profitable use. If 
a piece of lan.d will yield a rent of 5Z. an acre for 
agriculture and lOZ. a year for building, it will be 
used for building. 

Rent 01 Minai, Quarriel, and Fiaheriel.-Mine, 
and quarrle, get exhausted after a time. They 
cannot yield supplies year after year indefinitely, 
as land can, if it is properly worked. Consequently, 
some of the so-called rent paid for mines or quarries 
may be of the nature of the price paid for things 
that are scarce. A payment of this nature appears 
when the mines or quarries are limited in relation 
to the demand for the stores locked up in them. 
But situational rents, and charges similar to f~rtility 
rents, enter into the payments for many mines and 
quarries, because some mines and quarries are 
easier to work than others, and some are better 
placed than others. 

Payments for mines and quarries are 118ua11y 
made in the form of charges per unit of output. 
Such charges are called royalties. 

Fisheries, when properly worked, need not get 
exhausted. New fish appear in sufficient numbers 
to fill the place of those caught, if the annual catch 
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does not so reduce Bupplies that the original numbers 
cannot be restored by breeding. 'When fisheries 
are worked so as to last as they are indefinitely, 
their annual value is strictly analogous to the 
,annual value of land. 

Personal Renta.-Such parts of people's earnings 
as are attributable to differences in capacity are 
called • personal rents.' They are so called because 
they are analogous to the payments made for land 
on account of its differential advantages. One 
employer can get more value out of his factors in 
production than another, and can manage a. larger 
business. He, therefore, makes more than the 
other. ,If the other employer is marginal (that 
is only just capable enough to be an employer), the 
excess of the former's earnings is called a personal 
rent. Siwilarly a very clever doctor will make 
more than a doctor of marginal capacity. 

As there are great differences between employers 
in respect of their capacity. and between different 
parcels of l~nd in respect of ~heir fertility or situa
tional conveniences. so there are great differences 
in respect of ,efficiency and application between 
employees of the same gra~e. These differences 
between employees are differential advantages in 
production: and as differential productive advan
tages they have value. A specially rapid and skilful 

, worker will tend to get an extra wage, over and above 
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that earned by the worker of marginal capacity in 
his trade; provided that the payment of tbis extra 
wage is not prevented by regulation or custom. 
This extra remuneration-measures the value of his 
differential advantages in production. Hence there 
is a rent element in wages, as well as in profits. 

Rent Does not Determine Pjce.-The general 
correctness of the statement that a true rent does 
not enter as a determining factor into price, may be 
made apparent with the aid of examples. 

Had not farmers to pay any economic rent 
for land, they would nevertheless charge as much 
for wheat, and produce as much. Were they to 
charge a little less for wheat, it would no longer 
pay them to cultivate the worst land, or to work 
other land so intensively. But, if they acted 
accordingly, and consequently reduced the amount 
of wheat grown, the demand of consumers would 
send up price again to the old level, so that the 
old amount of wheat would be raised. So, in this 
case, rent has obviously no influence on price. 

Consider again the different prices of the same 
things in different shops. When a shopkeeper in 
a favourable situation charges more for his goods 
than another equally efficient shopkeeper in an un
favourable situation, he is not enabled to do so 
because he pays a higher rent. Customers would 
not pay his high prices were there no other 
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reason for doing so than that he paid a high rent. 
The fact of the matter is, as examination will 
show, that a sufficient number of customers to 
keep him fully employed are willing to pay some
what higher prices for the convenience of stopping 
where his shop is. Then he is forced by competition 
to pay the higher rent, because he can make a 
bigger income than the other shopkeeper, whom 
we suppose to be his equal in ability. So in this 
raHe, again, rent has obviously no influence on 
price. And in no other ordinary case can it be 
made out that true rent governs price. 

Agricultural Systems.-In conclusion a few words 
may be said of agricultural systems. It is not 
in every country that land is let for competitive 
l't'nt.s. Thrre are many other systems. 

The simplest flystem is for the cultivator to own 
the lanu which he cultivates. It is known as 
peaSa1lt 1lropr'ietorship. It has its advantages
• f,>1ve a man secure tenure of a rock and he will turn 
it into a garden, give him a nine years' lease of a 
gal'l1flll and he will turn it into a desert.' But it has 
itfl disadvantages also: and both advantages and 
disadvantages are relative to other conditions. 

Peasant proprietorship insures that attention 
~hall be paid to the land. It cannot, however, 
insure that the land shall be treated in an enlightened 
fashion and with adequate capital. And, when it is 
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not supplemented with some form of co-operation, 
a deplorable lack of economy in marketing, and in 
the distribution of the produce, results. Moreover, 
under peasant proprietorship, able men find it 
difficult, or prohibitively costly, to get enough land. 
And finally there is a fear of excessive division of 
holdings. 

Mctayage is anoth~r system which is found 
among cultivators on a. small scale. Under it the 
landowner furnishes a. portion, if not the whole, of 
the capita.l; and the character and extent of the 
cultivation is made a matter of arrangement between 
hUn and the cultivator, who is called the metayer. 
Though the . cultivator's liberty is restricted, his 
enterprise may actually be stimulated and given 
opportunities by a good landowner. 

The landowner under the m~tayage system 
receives in payment for the land some agreed 
proportion of the produce. Similarly,'in America 
i~ is common for the hiring-charge for land to be a 
proportion of the harvest. 

The leasehold system means letting land for a 
term of years at a fixed annual rent. The cultivator 
who is a leaseholder is left with a freer hand than 
the metayer. Nevertheless he is seldom permitted 
to alter the character of his farm (for instance 
by breaking up pasture) without the consent of his 
landlord; and is naturally required to keep the state 
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of the Ilroperty up to a. certain level. Whether the 
greater liberty which the leaseholder enjoys is a. 
gain or a los8 from the publio point of view, or his 
own, depends upon the initiative, resourcefulness, 
and knowleoge of the cultivators. Freedom to make 
enoless mistakes and muddle into embarrassments 
is a doubtful boon. 

For the attainment of the most fruitful results 
from the leasehold system, it is essential that the 
land should be leased for a period which is lengthy 
enough to make it worth the farmer's while to spend 
himself and his resources liberally upon the land. 

With all i~ go~d 'points, the ordinary leasehold 
plan is unsuited to the remote districts of new 
countries where farms have to be made out of rough 
land. A large reward must be offered to persuade 
the oultivator to endure the toils and discomforts, 
and face the dlmgers and solitude, of the pioneer. 

QUESTIONS (WITII lliNTs FOB SOLCTION) 

1. CCl1I8ider the ut,'lIt 10 which 1m Ihwn; of rent "applic4ble 
to pay-menta lor mines, qlUJrr1U, Rnd fi8heriu. 

2. In u'hat Blnse is it true to Bay that rent d0e8 not mU.r 
into price' 

Rent enters into price in the sense that it is paid out of 
the aggregate of the prices received for the thillgS produced with 
the aid of the factor in receipt of the rent. But it doea not 
enter into price iu the sense that it determines the amount 
of the price (900 the fourth section above). 
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3. 81wttJ ~ 1M t10ctriM 0/ rm.! ezpla'1II 1M high ,ncomu 
obtained by e:cuptWnally able emplqger, aM profulWnGl men. 

In the answer to this question, it should be pointed out, 
incidentally, that any unusually higb earnings obtained by 
very efficient workpeople can be explained similarly. 

4.ConWler 1M adwntagu aM dUadvantagu of pw8tlnl 

proprletor,h,p, metayage, aM 1M letue1aol4 B!l8tem. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

INTEREST ON CAPITAL 

Nature 01 Interest.-We have learnt that capital 
consists "in the goods which are used for the 
production of other goods (see· page 27). The 
prices of these goods, as of all purchasable things, 
are settled by the forces of demand and supply 
(as explained' in Chapter IX.). But the person 
who U~eS them Deed not buy them. He may 
borrow them from others. When he does so, he 
makes aD annual payment for their use which 
is called interest. It is a payment not for the 
purchaso of the capit.al goods outright, but for the 
loan of them. 

It is necessary to make this interest payment, as 
we shall learn, in order to induce people to spend 
money in aCC1lll1ulating capital goods, instead of 
spending all their money on themselves. In the 
absence of the inducement of interest, a country 
would not get enough capital. We may speak 
of interest, then, as a payment for deferring con
sumption, or waiting. 

125 
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We must now alter, to a slight extent, this 
elementary way of looking at things, in order to 
bring it into correspondence with actual affairs. 
At! a rule, it is not the capital goods which are lent 
to the producer, but sums of money representing 
their value. So a loan of capital becomes a loan 
of money. But the money is spent on the capital 
goods, and thus becomes in effect a loan of the 
goods. 

Again, all capital is not loaned since some 
producers are working with their own capital. 
But we may appropriately think of such producers 
as lending capital to themselves. Of course, 
whether a. person saves to lend or to use his savings 
in production, there is equally deferment of personal 
expenditure; so that the question of payment for 
waiting equally comes in. 

Groll and Nel Interest-It will be a.s well to point 
out at once that • interest' is an ambiguous term 
in economics. It may mean gross interes~ or net 
interest. 

Gross lnterest varies from business to business. It 
includes !-

1. Payment for the loan of capital, when there 
is no risk and the lender is not put to any trouble. 

-This is neHnterest. 
2. Payment to cover risks of loss. 
s. Payment for the work and worry involved 
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in watching investments, calling them in, and reo 
investing. 

These payments will now be illustrated with 
comments. 

When money is lent to a business man, without 
his pledging property to cover its value beyond doubt, 
certain risks are run. The borrower may prove dis. 
hOD,ost or incapable. Hence, there is a personal risk. 

Moreover the business in which the borrower is 
engaged is bound to be in some degree speculative. 
Honce thore is It business risk. Some. busin€lsses 
aro more speculative than others. Taking up a 
new invontion may be highly speculative. And 
avon the most humdrum of businesses are risky to 
some exent. No business can. be certain of always 
passing unscathed through industrial and com· 
morcial changes. Risky businesses, consequently, 
have to pay It higher gross interest for capital than 
moderately safe businesses. 

Competition settles in a rough fashion the level 
of payments to cover business risks. Payments 
against risk are not, of course, made separately, but 
are morged in gross interest. 

Frequently the explanation of the very high 
rates of interest charged somotimes is that tho lender 
is called upon to do a great deal of work. A large 
part of the interest paid to a pawnbroker is due to 
him for the work that he docs. 
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Atter full allowance has been made for those 
parts of gross interest which are required to cover 
risk and recompense the lender for his trouble, a 
balance is left over. This balance is what is termed 
• pure interest' or • net interest.' The rate of 
interest paid on Government Stock of the highest 
repute is the nearest approach to it. 

Demand lor CapitaL-Our next purpose will be 
to explain the rate of pure interest. It is settled 
by the demand for capital and the supply of capital, 
as we shall learn. We may begin our examination 
by considering the demand for capital. 

Take the case of a cabinet maker who possesses 
only a few necessary tools. Suppose he produces 
enough furniture annually to yield him net earnings 
of 50l. a year. He could largely increase this if he 
had more tools and some simple machinery. Let 
us suppose that 100l. spent on tools and machinery 
would increase his income by 501. -a year. Let us 
sUPPQUe, further, that, by setting aside 10l. a year, 

. he provides a fund sufficient to keep the tools and 
machinery in repair and renew them when they 
wear out. Then 1001. of capital is worth ~o him 
501. a year less 10l. a year for upkeep and renewals, 
that is, 401. ~ year net. Another lOOl. would be 
worth less than 40l. a year, inasmuch 8S he would 
devote the first 100l. to satisfying his most urgent 
requirements. But a second 1001. of capital would 
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still be worth a great deal, say SOl. a year 
net. Similarly another 1001. would' make a 
difference of something less than SOl. to his net 
income; and yet another 100l. of capital would 
still have value to him, though a less value, and 
so on. 

The figures stating these value!r (which are 
technically called the marginal values of different 
quantities of capital to this cabinet maker) express 
tho cabinet maker's demand for capital. 

Other producers similarly have uses for capital. 
When we combine the demands of all of them, 
we get the total demand for capital in the 
community. This makes up the bulk of the 
demand for saved wealth, but not the whole of 
it. To get the whole demand, we must add to 
the productive demand the demand of people who 
want to borrow money to spend on themselves and 
not on production. 

Causes 01 Saving.-We have next to account for 
the saving from which capital is derived. People 
save .. not only with a view to getting an income in 
the form of interest, but also with a ,-iew to providing 
against a rainy day and future obligations; and, in 
addition, with a view to having resources to enable 
them to better themselves. When the rate of 
interost rises, people are commonly induced to 
save more: and it goes without saying that 

E 
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the amount of saving increases when people get 
wealthier, because they have more from which to 
save. 

By the' supply prices of capital' we mean the 
rates of interest at whicq different amounts o~ 
capital will be saved annually. 

Interaction 01 Demand and SupplJ.-After having 
analyzed the conditions of demand and supply, it 
is a matter of no difficulty to perceive how they 
act upon one another and produce a market rate 
of interest. Consider the table below in which 
examples of demand and supply are placed side by 
side; and suppose, for the sake of argument, that 
none of the incidents which make gross interest 
greater than net interest (see the second section 
of this chapter) need be taken into account. 

......... at Bav. ill Demand lor New 
, 

Jlet Bate of 1Dtereat. Jo!lIIion ,. CaPital ill IoW!wn I. 

U 16 100 
1 20 70 

, 
2 40 60 

, 
8 60 50 I 

" 55 45 i 
/; 60 40 I , 

I 

In the circumstances represented in the table, 
it is at S per cent. that equal quantities of capital 
are demanded and supplied. So S per cent. will 
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become the market rate of interest in the circum
stances supposed. 

To make our demonstration complete, by 
allowing for the. extra payments included in gross 
interest, we should hav.e to deal separately with 
the various cases in which capital was needed. 
For each case the demand prices would express 
the amounts demanded at different rates of gross 
interest: while the supply prices would express 
the amounts that would be supplied at differen t 
rates of gross interest. 

QUESTIONS (WITH HINTS FOB SOLUTION) 

1. Di8lillgu~h bell«tn gr0lJ8 intueBI and ntt inlutst, and 
accO'Unt frYf' the differt1lCts between them in different Cll8t8. 

2. Account for the paymenl 0/ inlerul, and explain the 
statement tha' the role 0/ inttrest u stltltd by demand and 
,upply. 

In answering this qUestiOll, the student must ex'plain 
why people are willing to pay for loans of money. He must 
o.b!o indicate the influences governing the supply of capital. 
Finally, the way in whioh a rate of interest is arrived at 
through the demand forces on the one side and the supply 
forces on the other sido, must be clearly Bot forth. 

3. If no itlteres' were paid, u-ould all 8avi1lg CM,j6 , 

It will be soon, on reading the last soction but one in the 
chapter above, that saving for certain purposes would con
tinue in the cllse supposed. The purposes for which saving 
would oontinue must be partioularized; and why saving for 
these purposes lI'ould oontinue must be explained. 

B:1I 
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4. Ocm8i.ckr whether 1M laID oj diminWiing utility IJppliu 
to the _ of capital. 

To enable him to deal with thia question latisfactorily. 
the student should read what hu been B&id about the law 
of diminishing utility on pages 7-9. &lid then consider 
the contents of the third aection of the chapter above 
(pa.ges 128-9). 



CHAPTER XIX 

WAGES AND THE EARNINGS OF EMPLOYERS 

THE suhject8 of wages and the earnings of em
pluyers fur the work that they do are best taken 
together. Both are payments for living agents 
in production; and the supplies of labour and of 
organizing power are linked together. 

Earnings or Independent Labour.-Let us begin 
onr examination with the simple case of the 
producer who works alone. Suppose the thing 
made is furniture. In such a case, the earnings 
of a cabinet maker would be the total market 
value of wbat he produced, less the elli:penses 
incurred in bis work, sucb as outlay on wood, 
rent of premises, and interest on such capital as 
he possessed or' had borrowed. 

Wages and Employment under Simple Conditions. 
-Now imagine that somebody thinks of employ. 
ing a number of cabinet makers, providing them 
with t<101s, paying them wages, and selling their 
product. If he did so, and left them to work 

133, 
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just as they had done before, it wpuld not provo 
worth hia while. For he would make no income for 
himself. The cabinet makers would turn out about 
as much per head as they had turned out previously; 
and the employer could not pay them any less than 
they had earned previously, because, if he did, they 
would prefer to work on their own account. 

The employer could, however, make it worth his 
while to employ them, and worth their while to be 
employed, provided he could raise their Otltput per 
head. And he could do so in various ways; as 
we have perceived in considering the economies 
of group production. He might, for instance, 80 

arrange the work of his bands as to secure a high 
degree of division of labour in his factory. And, if 
he were wealthy, or enjoyed.good credit, he could 
certainly augment the productivity of his employees 
by furnishing them with more capital per head than 
they had normally worked with when independent. 

It would, therefore, be possible for our eml'loyer 
to offer weekly wages which would improve the 
monetary position of those who accepted them, 
and yet leave him with substantial profits, after 
deducting interest on his capital. 

Our imaginary first employer will })ay just 8S 

much as is needed to induce as many cabinet makers 
as he wants to join him. Suppose he can get all the 
labour that he wants at a wage of ·30s. We have 
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then to consider how many people he will want. 
lIe would not want an indefinite number of cabinet 
makers at 30s. a week each. For, after he had 
engaged a certain number, he would find that 
engaging more would bring him in less than their 
wages, because as his business grew it would become 
loss manageable (see pages 31-8). 

Now it should be immediately apparent that 
our employer will want just so many men that the 
addition of another man would increase his returns 
by no more than the wage paid, which is supposed 
to be 30s. a week. That is to say, in the technical 
language of economics, the employer will tend to 
enlist labour until its marginal worth to him amounts 
to no more than the wage paid. In short, he will 
tend to act just as we all do in buying things of 
which we want a quantity. But actually, as we 
shall see later, the employer is not likely to reckon 
up his wants very accurately. 

As regards the remuneration of the employer 
for the work that he does, this will evidently be 
the aggregate value of the output, less interest on 
capital,. wages and other expenses. Interest on 
capital will, of course, be paid, in whole or in part, 
to himself when he is a capitalist as well as an 
employer, as he is pretty certain to be. 

Effects of Competition for Labour on Wages.
We may now advance a step nearer to actual 
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affairs by supposing that there are more employers 
or would-be employers. In this event there might 
not be enough labour, willing to do cabinet making 
at 80s. a week (the wage supposed to be reached 
in the simple case treated above), for employers 
to get all the labour they wanted at a wage (}f 80 •. 
Then, in out-bidding one another to entice labour, 
they would force up wages. 

Fmally, suppose a state of settlement is reached 
at which there are 100 employers, who absorb all 
who are willing to be cabinet makers at the wage 
brought about by competition for labour, say 21. 
a week. This wage, according to the demonstration 
above, will tend to equal the marginal worth of 
the labour, under the conditions supposed. If it 
were more, employers would dismifls men. If it 
were less, they would try to get more men, and 
so, by their competition, force wages up still 
more. 

Seemingly, then, the wage of the workman tends 
always to equal his marginal worth under the 
conditions prevailing. But, as we shall see later, 
the 'equivalence between wages and the marginal 
worth of labour is only very roughly attained. 
And it must not be overlooked that what the 
marginal worth of labour is in any industry depend" 
upon the supply of labour for the industry, as WtJIJ 

as upon other things. In the next chapter we 
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shall deal with the question of the supplies of 
labour available for different purposes. 

Employera' Earnings under Competition. - Now, 
in the circumstances imagined, there being 100 
employers, let us suppose that each employer 
is left with 10l. a week for himself, after paying 
wllgea, interest on capital, and other charges. The 
10l. a week, which is the residue after payment of 
all costs of production, makes up his earnings for 
t.he work that he does. 

Thill lOl. a week should about equal the supply 
price of employers (that is, the income for which 
they will be willing to do the work of employing) 
whon there are 100. If it were more than this 
supply price, more people would be attracted 
to the business of employing in the trade, and em
ployers' earnings would fall. If it were less, fewer 
people would be attracted to give employment 
in the trade, and the earnmgs of employers would 
fi~e. 

Thus, the earnings of employers tend to be 
settled by their supply prices of themselves (or 
what they will ·work for) and the incomes to be 
made when difIerent numbers of employers are 
in the field. 

Differences between Employers' Earnings.-We have 
SUppos(,d that those aspiring to ue employers 
!Ife nil t:lllually well e'luipped with ability of the 
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right sort, control over capital, and perseverance. 
This, of course, cannot be, as the most limited 
acquaintance with human nature will persuade UB. 

SO we must say that the would-be employers 
who survive in the competitive struggle tend to 
be those who are the best equipped generally for 
their work. In the imaginary ease with which 
we have dealt, more than 100 men would be willing 
to do the work of employing. But only 100, we 
suppose, are sufficiently equipped with brains, 
character, and control over capital (much of which 
can be borrowed) to make enough money to induce 
them to do it. Aspirants other than the successful 
100 are squeezed out by competition. 

Between established employers, there will be 
great differences in respect of efficiency. Partly 
because of these differences, in any given industry, 
all businesses (even if fully grown) will not be of 
the same size, and all employers will Dot earn the 
same incomes. Differences between the earnings of 
employers, caused by differences in efficiency, are, 
as we have seen, of the nature of rent and may be 
called • personal rents.' Simila.rly, superior work
men will tend to earn more than inferior workmen; 
and any such excess earnings are equally personal 
rents. 

The earnings of employers for the work that 
they do are sometimes called • profits.' But 
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• profits • is an ambiguous t~rm, which is frequently 
mE'd to signify grOSg interest as well as the earnings 
of the employer for his work. 

QUESTIONS (WITH HINTS J'OB SOLUTION) 

l. Dwwnstraie fully that all labour teniU to receive IU its 
u'(Ige., it., marginal worth. 

Tho 8tudent mU8t begin by defining marginal worth. It 
is imp,)rtallt always to insist that economio theories only work 
out very much in the rough in actual affairs. 

2. Show in ddail (a) MtO an employer', earning" are made, 
(b) the u'CIy ill ",hick th~ amount Of his earni1lg. 's g~rned. 

\\1H'n the term' earnings' i8 used broodly, an employer's 
l'al'lling_ il\('lude interest on any of his own capital in biB 
husinetl8, as w(OU as what he makes over and above this. 
APMt from int<lrMt, an employer's earnings come out of the 
t'c(.nollli('s crealt>d by organization. But under competition 
~OIllC part pC the advantagl'S of organization are gained by 
lab,mr. The t.mount of an employer's earnings u: set·tled to 
~om~ extent by the supply of employers. This, however, 
must be sho\rn in detail. In the chapter t.bove, the answer 
is cont.aiDed in full. 



CHAPTER XX 

WAGES (OONTINUIlD) 

WE have learnt what constitutes the demand for 
labour, and how it helps to settle the wages of 
labour. To repeat, the demand of employers for 
labour measures the marginal worth to employers 
of different quantities of labour. But it is not this 
demand alone which fixes wages. It is true that 
the workmen tends to get as wages their marginal 
worth. But, what the marginal worth of labour 
in any industry is, depends, to some extent, upon 
what the supplies of labour in the industry are. 

We have now to learp how the supplies of 
labour offered in different industries are determined; 
and how dIfferences in wages in different industries 
are brought about. 

Grades 01 Labour.-The la.bour of a country is Dot 
all of one Bort. We may think of it as divided up 
into a number of grades or classes. Thus, there are 
(1) unskilled labourers, (2) skilled artisans, (3) the 
lower middle classes, (4) the upper middle classes, 
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and (5) the wealthier, or predominantly capitalistic, 
classes. 

Now, the position of any person in the labour 
grades of the community is settled in part by the 
position of his parents, in part by his capacity. 
in part by his enterpriso, and in part by the incomes 
to be made in the different grades. The extent to 
which it is sottled by his capacity depends upon 
the extent to which parents are ambitious for their 
children; the extent to which parents have the 
lIl(.aIlS, and the requisite knowledge, to propare their 
children for better po~itions than those occupied by 
themselves; and the extent to which educational 
facilitiElfl are offered to the rilling generation. 

To each grade of labour a number of occupations 
are open. The occupations opEln to filch grade are 
those which require aLout equ<l.l amounts of ability 
aBd t'udurance. A child still illclint'S to follow his 
father's calling; but. under modern conditiolls. it is 
almost as eaRY for him to (,nter any of the callings 
which effectively appl~al to the class to which the 
fathl'r bolongs. The fl·lative supplies of labour in 
each trade of tbe samtl grade deptnd upon many 
cunditions which will btl considere,l in the next 
section. ODtl of these conditions is the relative 
wagel! paid. 

Differences or Wages within each Grade.-In so 
far as the trades filled from one grade of labour 
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are equally pleasant, 18:bour· will tend to be ·so 
distributed between them that the wages paid are 
the same. . If, i~ one of such equally pleasant 
trades, lower wages were paid than in others, the 
flow of youthful labour into it would be checked. 
This .check would continue until the numbers in 
the trade had dwindled by such a percentage 
that the wages paid in it rose again to the normal 
level. It must be added that, in Bome degree, the 
adult workpeople in a trade may find it possible 
to transfer themselves to another trade when 
their wages fall; though, in a large degree, they 
are prevented !rom doing so because they have 
been specialized to a particular kind of work. 

In so far as the different kinds of work offered 
to labour of one grade differed in agreeableness, 
there would be differences in wages; becallse, other 
things being equal, people choose the most com
fortable situatipns. To get barely adequate supplies 
of labour employers in the industries in which 
work was disagreeable would be compelled to offer 
wages somewhat above the normal level for the 
kind of labour that they wanted. And, to get more 
labour, they would probably have to offer more. 

The wages in different occupations in the same 
grade will also tend to vary· with the cost and 
length of training required, and the probability 
of success and of regular work. 
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When the relative numbers of workpeople in 
trades of the same grade can be rapidly altered by 
move'ments of labour between them, it is said 
teclmically that the degree of horizontal trade 
mobility of labour is high, as we have seen (page 22). 
Tws kind of mobility, as we have also seen, must be 
distinguished from geographical mobility, which refers 
to the dl'gree in which the population is attracted 
from place to place by the prospects of better 
wages. The degree of horizontal tral:' mobility of 
the rising generation is high, because, in the plastic 
age, a person can easily take up anyone of the 
occupations for which he is suited. 

Wages in Different Grades.-The general level 
of wages in any grade of labour is settled by the 
relative abundance or scarcity of labour within 
that grade, in view of the relative demand for 
that kind of labour. Moreover, to some extent, the 
level of earnings within a grade (in relation to the 
levels of earnings in the grades above it and below 
it) govern the proportion of the population within 
that grade. For people naturally try to get into 
the best paid grades. But it must be remembered 
that everybody is not suited by his capacity to 
be m a high grade. Consequently, however high 
the degree of vertical mobility of labour, differences 
between the earnings in different grades are to 
be exptlCted. 
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The degree of ease with which labour can move 
from grade to grade, when not debarred by limita· 
tions of capacity, is what is known as the degree 
of vertical mobility of labour (see page 22). It is 
probably slight among older people. And it is not 
so great among younger people 801 it is possible to 
make it. 

It should need no proof that the more easily 
people move vertically to the kind of work suited to 
their capacities, the better is it for society as a whole. 
The ma.n who gets on, and by getting on adds 
to the supply of organizing power, or supplants 
somebody else who otherwise would have tilled his 
position less satisfactorily, benefits not only him· 
self, but also the community at whose disposal his 
suporior services are placed. 

ConcluaioDi as regarda the Determination or 
Wagel.-In the two sections 4bove, the conditions 
governing the supplies of labour which are offered 
to the different industries have been brought out. 
These conditions of supply, taken in conjunction 
with the conditions of the demand for labour 
(analyzed in the previous chapter), account for 
the wages paid in the several industries of the 
country. Our final conclusion, which should hold 
approximately, is that in any traM the quantity 
oj labour employed will be that quantity for which the 
supply price and the demand price (which expreSS68 
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the marginal worth of labour to employers) are the 
Bame amount, and that this amount is the wage. 

The meaning of the supply price for a given 
qUllntity of labour for a given trade should be 
apparent after the discussion in the two previous 
sections. But a few additional words will not be 
out of place. 

Labour is said to have supply prices for each 
trade because, at different prices of labour 
(meaning wage!!), different quantities of labour 
will be obtainable for any given trade. The 
rellsons are those stated above. The higher the 
wage, the more completely is any distaste for a 
trade, or any- unwillingness to undergo needful 
training, overcome; so that more people are at
tracted into it. And, the higher the wage in a 
trade, the greater is the inducelT'lnt to people to 
struggle into the grade to which it belongs. 

It should be added that the supply of labour 
as a whole depends upon the wages paid. But it 
must not be supposed that wages must fall when 
population grows. If, at the same time, the volume 
of Cltpital increases proportionally, a fall in wages 
would be very unlikely. It could only take place 
if the larger population caused the prices of natural 
products to rise in a degree sufficient to counteract 
nny economies in, manufacturing which the larger 
population rendered possible. 

L 
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It is worth while re-emphasising here that, 
w:hen' capital increases, the general level of wages 
alwa.ys tends to rise. For, the more mechanical 
aids there are to assist laboUr, the higher must 
be its product; and, with an increase of capital, 
the rate of interest on capital must tend to fall. 
It is also worth while pointing out that new 
inventions, in adding to productivity, are almost 
certain to raise wages. And 80 are the various 
means by which the efficiency of labour is 
increased. 

Collective Bargaining and Labour Exchanges.
It must be remarked that the operation of the 
principles expounded above ill retarded, in some 
degree, by such things as ignorance, inertnesiJ, 
timidity, and the trammels of custom (or, as we 
may put it generally, by Bodal frictiun,). 

Actually, moreover, the level of wages in many 
trades is affected, to some extent, by the action 
of trade unions and employers' associations. In 
advanced communities the system of settling wages, 
and the hours and conditions of labour, through 
the medium of such organizations is widespread. 
This sy .. tem is known as collective bargaining. The 
tracing of its effects is too difficult to be under
taken here. But collective bargaining must result, 
at any rate, in greater uniformity of conditions. 

The trade union in any trade also serves as an 
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agency or'bringing together the demand for labour 
and supply of labour in the trade. Similar work 
is also done by labour exchanges, which aim at 
bringing together demand and supply with refer
ence to labour generally. 

A labour exchange is a registry office for work
people and employers. Each exchange is kept in 
communication with others, so that the man who 
applies at one place for work may be told of the 
work to be had, not only in the place where he is 
(where there may be none), but also in other 
places. Labour exchanges facilitate the operation 
of demand and supply with reference to labour, 
just as cotton exchanges, or corn exchanges. or 
stock exchanges, facilitate the operation of demand 
and supply with reference to cotton, corn, or stocks 
and shares, as the case may be. 

Nominal Wages and Real Wages. - In con
sidering the question of wages the distinction 
between nominal wages and real wages must be 
drawn. Nominal wages mean money wages; and 
real !cages mean what money wages will buy. 
Money wages might remain unaltered, but never
theless real wages might rise. For the prices of 
things on which wages were spent might generally 
fall. The important thing, from the point of view 
of the workman, is the level, not of money wages, 
but of real wages. 
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In what has been said above about the effects 
on wages of population, capital and so forth, their 
effects on real wages has been meant. 

QUESTIONS (WITH HINTS roB SOLUTION) 

1. Account lor 1M tliJfermcu 6dwun 1M wagu earned by 
,he labour within. one grade. 

The meaning of grade of labour must be made clear; 
and, to the oa1l8e8 of differenoee in wages within one grade 
given in the above chapter, the Itudent must add luch "aUBel 
&8 differences in efficiency (_ pagel 119-20). 

2. Define 1M term8' Horizunlal Mobility,' 'Trade Mobility,' 
'Geographical Mobility,' and' Vertical Mobility,' with refli't'IIU 

. to labour; and indicate 1M atlvanWgu (a) 10 the workm4n, 
(b) 10 the co1mnunity, of tAus val"iolu kind, of mobility. 

Workmen, on the whole, tend to get higher wagea when 
they can move ellli!ily to the better paid calling. and the placeS 
where wages are highest. The amount of wealth produced 
in a community is, obviously, greateBt when every person iB 
doing the work for which his labour haa the highest value • 
since thiB iB the work which is most needed, ae its high value 
indicates. 

3. Show that 1M atlvanWgu wAicA IZCcnu from well-organized 
market. are equally apparent in 1M CtJ8e 01 the labour market. 

To answer thiB question fully, the student should read 
again what has been laid on page ~ &nd then think 
over ·the content. of the last aection of the chapter above.· 
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METHODS OJ' PAYING WAGES' AND SETTLING DISPUTES 

Pie~-rates, Time-rates, and Premium Systems.-The 
workman is paid according to a time-rate when 
he gets so much per hour, per day, or per week, 
whatever the variations in his output. He is paid 
according to a piece-rate when he gets so much per 
unit of output, regardless of variations in the time 
taken over the production of each unit. 

The defect of the time-rate is that the workman 
is not induced to do his best. The defect of the 
simple piece-rate is that he is induced to rush, 
perhaps to the detriment of his health, perhaps to 
t.he deterioration of his work. Premium systems 
have been triod to cure the defects of piece-rates 
without sacrificing their advantages. 

The idea of the premium s-ystem (of which there 
are many varieties) is that a standard output should 
be agreed upon, and that, for any excess of output 
beyond this amount; lower piece-rates, perhaps 
progressively lower piece-rates, should be paid. 

149 
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When the rates for the extra outputs progr(\S!lively 
diminish as outputs increase, the incentive to increase 
them still more is diminished. There is, therefore, 
less chance of the operative's scamping his work or 
over.working. 

Which system of wages is best depends upon 
the chara.cter of the industry. Piece·~ates canno~ 

be designed in all industries .. And ih some in· 
dustries the quantity of the output cannot be con· 
trolled' by the workman in any apprecia~le dE:'gree. 
In some industries. again, the quality of the output 
is a matter of fundamental importance; m. others 
it is not; and in yet others the workman cannot 
affect the quality of the output. 

The system of assigning a task to a group of 
men, and paying so much for the whole job. may 
be called the system of group piece·rates. It hall 
met with marked success in many undertakings. 
An important condition of its success is that the 
group should be limited in size, so that the indio 
vidual incentive may be strong and the influence 
exerted by each person may tell. 

Sliding~calea and Profikharing.-The sliding· 
scale is an arrangement for regulating wages 
according to the profitableness of the industry to 
which they relate; so that wagea rise as profitg ri:;o 
and fall as profits fall. It hSlJ its defects and strong 
points; and in some trades it is difficult to ar'p!y· 
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The sliding-scale used to be exceedingly popular 
in England some years ago, bUt it has become much 
less BO, and is seldom met with at the present time. 

Sliding. scale arrangements might be described 
broadly as profit-sharing, because they arrange 
for a slide of wages with the profitableness of an 
industry. But the term profit-lharing is commonly 
reserved for the sharing of the wage-earners in the 
profits of particular firms. 

Profit-sharing proper tends to win for a business 
the devotion of its employees to its interests. 
It is of especial value m those businesses in which 
such devotion has a high value--where carefulness 
on the part of the employees of a fi.rn1 saves waste, 
or consolidates and adds to the firm's connexion. 
It is naturally denounced by organized labour when 
it undermines the worker's independence, or is 
so arranged as to enable an incompetent firm to 
survive a t the expense of wages. 

loin' Wages Boards.-It has become increasingly 
the custom for trades to have joint wages boards, 
representative of employers and employees (and 
perhaps with a~ impartial chairman). They meet 
periqdically, or when need arises, for the pur
pose of discus3ing proposals for altering wages 
or the working comlitiolls of labour. These boards 
educate both employers and employees, 80 that 
failure:> to agree become less common. !lIembers 
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of the boards learn to keep their tempers and con
centrate their attention dispassionately on the 
points at issue. Where there is a joint board it 
is understood that there shall be 'no strike or 
lock-out over any matter in dispute before it halt"l 
been laid before the board. 

Conciliation.-Most trades have not got joint 
boards; and few joint boards are constituted under 
an agreement which provides for a compulsory 
resort to arbitration. And disagreements about 
wages and the conditions of labour rapidly generate 
heat, which frequently, causes strikes or lock-outs 
before negotiation has had time to reach a settle
ment. Henee general conciliation boards, and 
mediation by persons of influence, have been tried 
with success. 

The good mediator does his work by inducing the 
iD.terested parties to debate points again in a spirit 
of patience, and by keeping them negotiating 
until they hit upon a working agreement. He may 
offer fruitful suggestions, propose compromises and 
plead his views, without seeming to push himself 
into the position of an arbitrator. Within recent 
years every leading country has taken steps, by 
legislation or otherwise, to promote methods of 
industrial peace. 

Industrial Arbitration.-Turning to arbitration 
proper, we must draw a dividing line between the 
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interpretation of existing labour contracts and the 
arrangement of new contracts. In the case of the 
former no fundamental objections can be raised 
against a general resort to arbitration. If the con
tract is ht!ld to have implied what one party never 
really intended, at the proper time the contract can 
be set aside. In Germany and France thore have 
ex.i:!ted for many years industrial courts for the 
settloment of most disputes of this kind, together 
with other disagreements of a trivial character. 

Arbitration, when new contracts are being 
Ilfoposed, is more awkward. The qu"estions in 
dispute are indeterminate from the legal point of 
view. Y £'t it is frequently better, if conciliation 
failH, to rofer the matter for decision to Borne person 
with wide experience, sound common sense and 
all imp!Lrtial mind, rat her than to incur the loss 
and sutIt'ring which a strike or lock·out would 
in(lvitahly entail. 

The prohibition of strikes and lock·outil, and 
compulsory rrsort to the decision of a majority of 
u wages board, or to the I'ronouncement of a judge 
or nrbitr:ltor, is being trif'd in N"ew Zealand and 
Australia. It rf'mains to be seen how it will work 
in the long run. 

One ditliculty is naturally the enforcf'ment of 
award:! if they are rl':!isted. Another (which would 
be more slwiou9 in a largtl industrial country 
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such as England) is the difficulty of finding out 
what wages in any industry should be, in relation to 
those in other industries, in view of the relative 
demands for the products of different industries. 
In fundamental industries, upon the steady activity 
of which the whole community is peculiarly de
peri.dent-for instance transportation-there is 
most to be said for the system of compulsory 
arbitration. 

Drastic action is another matter where the 
conditions of labour are wretched, and where the 
forces which ordinarily ensure that the conditions 
of labour shall be at least tolerable are acting only 
very feebly. 

Q~TIONS (WITH HINTS roB SOLUTIOJ() 

1. CIYMider 1M advantages mul dw.uJvantages 0/ JMu
ratu, time-ratu, aM premium 8Jl8Ie17u/ 0/ paying wages. 

The terms used should first be defined. It 8hould be 
noted that the advantages and disadvantages of the various 
SysteIWI depend upon the character of the industry. In 80me 
industries it is not easy to split up the work 80 that a piece
rate can be paid; and in lome industries the disadva.ntages 
of a pieoe-rate, or a time-rate, are much les8 than in other 
industries. And, obviously, the quality of the output ill a. 
more serious consideration in some cases than in others. 
This question can only be answered completely by those 
who have had experience of different industries. 

2. .Di8cV88 1M mrimu f'MI1lOd8 by which aUemptl haw buI\ 
made to render marfl pecu;e4ble 1M. ,dllement 0/ wages. 



CHAPTER XXII 

TAXATION 

Taxe •• -Governments must raise much of the 
revonue that they nood by means of taxes. A tax 
may be ddined 8S a compulsory contribution made 
to Government whirh is not a payment far a speci.tic 
scrvwe rendered. Thus the penny charged by 
Oovernmt'llt for carrying a letter is not a tax; but 
the charge maue for a dog-licence is a tax. 

Taxos are direct or il1direct. A direct tax is a 
tax collectod from the person upon whom the burden 
i~ intended to fall. Thus an income tax is a direct 
tax. An i"dired taz is a tax which is not collected 
from the person npon whom the burden is intended 
to fall. TIm;; tho t,lX on tobacco is collected from 
illlporters of t"lbacco, l,ut it is not intended that 
they shoulll pay it out of their incomes. They 
n~ltllmlly tnmsfer the t11X to their customers by 
~harging thom more for tobacco. 

The Problem of Incidence.-It is usual to say 
th,lt the impact of a tax is upon the persons who 

155 
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pay first, while its 4ncldence is· upon the persons 
who ultimately suffer. Thus, in the example given 
above, the impact of the English import duty 
on tobaoco is upon the English importers of 
tobacco, but its incidence is upon the people who 
oonsume the taxed tobacco. The process by which 
~he burden of &. tax is transferred from one person 
to' another is called the process of shifting of taxes. 

Some people speak of the shifting of taxes as 
if, in each case, a particular payment were passed 
on from person to person, until some individual was 
reached who could not pass it on to anybody else. 
Thus, a tax of a. penny a pound, say, is placed on 
soap in some (lountry, and the question is asked, 
Who pay the pennies on the pounds of soap con
sumed in that country ? 

This is far too simple a way o~ stating the problem 
of incidence. Take the exalllple given, and suppose 
that soap is not imported. The Government will 
raise a penny from each pound of soap consumed 
in the country; but the loss inflicted upon the 
tax-payers may be greater or less than the Bum 
received by the Government. H the incidence of 
this tax is on the ultimate purchasers' of soap, they 
pay what the Governmen~ gets; but they may 
be involved in contingent gains or losses, which 
must be deducted fro~, or added to, this payment. 
H, in consequen.~e of the diminished -consumption 
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of soap (brought about by the tax), the cost of 
production of soap falls, the tax-payera make a 
contingent gain. But, if the effect of diminished 
consumption is the opposite, they suffer a con
tingent loss. 

Again, among the losses inflicted. by the soap 
tax, we must certainly reckon the damage done 
to those who, as it is· said, 'escape' the tax, or 
some part of it, by giving up the use of the taxed 
article, wholly or partially. To give up consuming 
what we like, and Bubstituta for it what we desire 
loss, is not a matter of indifference. 

So it is not exactly correct to speak of the 
incidence of a tax. What we should say is • the 
incidonce of the net burden imposed by a tax.' 
IIowever, the shorter phrase is in common use and 
sorves to save words. 

Incidenoe 01 Tans on Commodities, Income, and 
Bequests.-W e shall now consider the incidence 
of taxes of certain well-known· kinds, noticing 
ultima te effects only. . 

The incidence of taxes on commodities is, broadly 
speaking, upon the people who consume them. 
Tha manufacturer of a taxed commodity naturally 
reckons the tax as a part of his expenses of pro
ducing and selling; and there is obviously no more 
roason for him to pay the tax out of his own pocket 
than for him to pay the cost of bis material, or the 
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wages of his labour, out of his own pocket. In 
settling the price at which he can sell, he naturally 
takes into account all the expenses to which he is 
put in producing and selling. 

Taxes upon imported goods are called imporl 
dulles, and taxes upon exported goods are called 
export dut-les. In qualification of what has been 
said above, it must be remarked that the incidence 
of these raises somewhat complicated issues, when 
they are designed to protect or encourage home in
dustries. These issues, however, cannot be entered 
into here. 

The incidence of 4ncome taus, as has already 
been hinted, is upon the people upon whom they 
are imposed. It must be so, since there are no means 
by which a person can pass on the burden of his 
income tax to somebody else. 

If, however, an income tax places especially 
heavy charges on particular trades or professions, 
the extra charges will be shifted. If, for instanoe. 
carpenters are taxed at a specially high rate, WhlJA 

bricklayers, plumbers, and gardeners are l,.t oft 
with a low rate,· the trade of carpentering will at 
once be made relatively less attractive than brick
laying, plumbing, and gardening. Perhaps only a 
few carpenters will forsake their calling in conse
quence; but, certainly, the numbers of the next 
generation brought up as carpenters will be less than 
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hef.-,ro. Henetl, ultimatt'ly, the supply of carpel1ters 

will sink r.·latively, and th" price paid for their work 
will he bowltl to ri,;e. Therefore, the e1Ted;; of the 
t<IX will be oltifted from the carpentors on to the 

1'1ll>IiC who enll'll'Y carpenters. 
The inci,lence of all duties on tho transft3rence of 

prup(·rty at d,'ath is similar to the ineidonce of 
iUCOIllt' taXt;~. If a. porson insur .. s, or saves, so a~ 

to I,rovide fvr Ileath duties, their inci,lonee is upon 
him. If he tloeil not, tlte incidenco is nowhere, 
UIl!t~S upon bMllofici,.ries; and, to lIe quite accurate, 

we can scarcely t'lly th,.t bellefici,uies are deprived 
of what tllt'Y n(lrer po~se5~ud. 

Incidence of Taxes connected with Land.-Taxes 
on lalld 1"'0portio/IaZ to its Ten/llZ value fall OIl land
lUld,;. so far all tho fl·ut IS in no degree a payment 
fur capital expended III improving the land. This 

conrlu"ion f"lI,nn; from the law of reut. For 
fent is (,lr t"!l(b to be) the most which the tenant 
will pa.y for the land. Rather than pay a higher 
fent, he would gn'e up the land. So, rather than 
pay tho tux (which frum hi3 point of view Iilay 
Le f,-gurlled as an additi,lU to his ft'l1t), he would 
gin. up tll!.' LInd. COllStJquently the Lmdlvrd must 
I'ay the tux. If the t,\X iil cl)llected from the 
tl'll.lD t, the ft'll t p.,id by him will so fall eventually 
tlla t he i~ left in the SlIlUe position as before. 

Rut, so far as the tux on land proportional to 
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renta.l is a tax on the income of capital invested in 
improving the land, it is to be regarded as an ('> 

addition to the cost of producing things from the 
land. Consequently it falls ultimately on the con
sumers of the land's produce. For capital would 
not continue to be invested to the same extent in 
improving land, if its earnings were reduced. 
. From this demonstration the incidence of rates 

can be inferred. Rates are charges imposed by 
local authorities on the occupiers of property in 
proportion to the rental value of the property. U 
the property is a house, the rate is shared by the 
occupier of the house and the owner of the land, 
.roughly in the proportion of the rent of the building 
and the rent of the site, or what they would be were 
they paid separately. U the property is used for 
business purposes, the.occupier's share is, of course, 
passed on to his customers. 

A taz em land of a fixed amount per acre, regard
less of the value of the land, leads to different 
results. On the marginal land (which bears no 
rent) the tax must be added to the cost of produc
tion, on the principles already laid down. So it is 
shifted to consumers in the form of higher prices 
for the produce of land. These. higher prices 
would cause the money value of the yield of other 
land to rise. So, in all probability, the money rent 
of allland .. above the margin would be increased. 
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The principles involved in this discussion, 
relating to the taxation of land, can be applied to 
other natural resources such as mines and fisheries. 

Principles 01 Taxation.-It is commonly agreed 
at the presont time that an equitable scheme 
of taxation should involve people in about the 
same proportional sacrifice. Also it is commonly 
agreed that the wealthy should, therefore, be 
taxod at a higher rate than the poor. 

A graded system of taxation, under which the 
wull-to-do pay at a higher rate than the poor,_ 
und the rich at a higher rate than the well-to-do 
and so on, is termed progressive. The principle 
of progression is recognized, within limits, in -the 
English income tux. It must be noted that, when 
the principle is accepted, it is not easy to say what 
the just rate of progression should be, and where, 
if anywhere. it should end. 

Above, in this section, we have been considering 
whether any sound principle of equity in taxation 
ClLn be laid down. We may next consider some 
other principles of taxation which are commonly 
recognized. The prtnciple of ecO'nomy is one of 
these. It declares that, as far as possible, taxes 
shlluld be chosen (1) the cost of collection of which 
is slDall iu proportion to their proc,eeds, and (2) 
the loss occasioned by which to the country is 
slDall in proportion to their yield. 

III 
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From the second clause of this principle; it 
may be inferred that it is undesirable to impose 
a tax on . thlDgs which would largely go out of 
use if their price were raised (unless, of COUlse, it 
is desirable to check their consumption). This is' 
so, because people who ceased to use the things 
would be inconvenienced, while, nevertheless, the 
Government would get nothing from these people. 

It may also be inferred that it is undesirable to 
tax things the cost per unit of producing which is 
greater when smaller supplies are produced. For 
taxing such things means throwing away the 
economies caused by producing the larger quantity. 

The prlnctple of convenlence is closely related to 
th~ principle of economy; and may i indeed, be 
regarded as included in it. It advises that, as far 
as possible, taxes should be so selected, and their 
collection so arranged, that the tax·payers are put 
to the minimum of inconvenience. 

QUESTlOl'l8 (WlTB HIrrs 1'0. SoLUTlOl'l) 

1. Write nota upm the following: Dired Taxation, 
lndirt.d Taxation, ProgrUBive Taxation, Shifting oj Taxu, 

2. Trace the i7ICiden.ce oj ,atu em dwelling ~, 
It should be shown that the rent of a dwelling hoWle ill, 

in part, an annua.l payment to remunerate the builder of 
the houae, and, in part, an annua.l payment for the land upon 
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whioh the house i. built. The latter portion of the payment 
i. rent in the eoonomio eense. The inoidence of this should 
be shown by mean.e of the argument used on page 159. The 
inoidonce of the other portion follows the rulell laid down Ilol 

regarda the taxation of oommodities on pages 157-8. 
3. Enunciate and tlk8IraIe tM principle oj eeoncmy in 

taxation. 
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